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Rack em up.
For studio, broadcasting, recording, or public- address, Shure audio control
components offer more features and more performance, dollar for dollar,
than similar equipment. And-just as important -Shure audio components
are easier to work with. Their compact size and versatility equip them for
an extremely wide variety of audio control applications -and built -in input output flexibility means quick set -up anywhere. For a permanent installation
or a component system that can be adapted to meet any need, Shure has
the right combination. To obtain a copy of the Shure catalog, see your

dealer or write:

Shure Brothers Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204
In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited

A SHURE

Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems and related circuitry.
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Wing
month
Control Room paraphernalia concerns us in the October issue.

Arthur Johnson and Robert Hess
untangle misconceptions and supply
clarification of the mysteries of equalization in THE WHY AND How OF

THE SOUND ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
SEPTEMBER 1976, VOLUME 10, NUMBER

9

EQUALIZATION.

The ubiquitous vu meter takes on a
new slant in Ronald Ajemian's report
on THE NEW BREED OF VU METERS.

There's
U.R.E.I.

ABOVE THE ROAR OF THE CROWD
Herbert Jaffe

28
a full test report on THE
MODEL 200
RESPONSE

In less than a minute, this
magic trick can plot the frequency
response of a component or system
from 20 to 20,000 Hz.
PLOTTER.

THE SIGNAL PATH -III
DIGITAL /ANALOG LEVELING CONTROL
Walter G. Jung
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A circular screen plus darkroom manipulated color evolves the sound
of contemporary music.

db. the Sound Engineering Magazine is published monthly by Sagamore Publishing Company. Inc. Entire
contents copyright ,' 1976 by Sagamore Publishing Co.. Inc.. 1120 Old Country Road. Plainview, L.I., N.Y.
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The LA -4 Compressor /Limiter is another great UREI performer.
It offers advanced IC design, added features, and a lower price.
The LA-4's new electroluminescent light source, the heart of its
patented Electro- Optical attenuator, is an L.E.D. which will not
change or deteriorate with age. Compression ratios are adjustable
from a soft, smooth 2:1 compression through super tight sounding
20:1 limiting. The natural sounding RMS gain control action makes
it ideal for professional recording and re- recording. Half rack size.
Priced under S350.00.
Available from your UREI dealer.
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sales offices

THE SOUND ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

New York
1120 Old Country Rd.
Plainview, N.Y. 11803 516- 433 -6530
Roy McDonald Associates, Inc.

Dallas

Stemmons Tower West, Suite 714
Dallas, Texas 75207 214- 637-2444
Denver

3540 South Poplar St.
Denver, Colo. 80237
LA -4

COMPRESSOR /LIMITER

303 -758-3325

Houston
3130 Southwest Freeway
Houston, Tex. 77006 713 -529 -6711

o RATIO

Los Angeles
500 S. Virgil, Suite 360
Los Angeles, Cal. 90020 213 -381 -6106
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THRESHOLD

UNIVERSAL AUDIO

STEREO

e

ON

11922 Valerio Street No. Hollywood, California 91605

N

OUTPUT LEVEL
POWER

0

Portland
ON

(213) 764 -1500

Exclusive export agent: Gotham Export Corporation, New York
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2035 S. W. 58th Ave.
503- 292 -8521

Portland, Ore. 97221

San Francisco
Suite 265, 5801 Christie Ave.
Emeryville, Cal. 94608 415 -653 -2122

TANDBERG

10XD bridges the gap between consumer

and professional tape recorders.
Meet the world's first and only 10%2" reel tape recorder that operates at 15 ips and combines
Tandberg's unique Cross -Field recording technique with the world- famous Dolby* B system.
Result: A guaranteed minimum signal -to -noise ratio of 72 dB, measured on a 4 -track machine
using IEC A- weighting. Simply put, the 10XD completely eliminates audible tape hiss!
Here are some of the many sophisticated features that make the 10XD the
finest tape recorderTandberg has ever
built:
3 speeds: 15, 71/2, 33Á ips. Electronically selected
3 motors; Hall- effect capstan motor
3 heads; plus separate bias head
Electronic servo speed control
Electronic logic mode controls,
including photo optics
Electronic balanced microphone
inputs
Echo, sound -on- sound, editing,
A and B tests

Peak reading meters

Direct transfer from playback to
record (flying start)
Ferrite playback head with symmetrical balanced output for hum cancelling purposes and differential
playback amplifier.

Remote control and rack mount
optional. Pitch control by special order.
For a complete demonstration of this
remarkable new advance in stereo
tape recording, see yourTandberg
dealer.

TANOBERG

Dolby

.s a

trademark of Dolby Laboratories. Inc

Tandberg of America, Inc.. Labriola Court. Armonk, N Y 10504
A. Allen Pringle Ltd.. Ontario. Canada
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It's in the cards

FREE LITERATURE
IT'S NOT A GOOD IDEA TO BE
LOADED BEFORE BEING TESTED

This intriguing title introduces a
brochure which briefly describes the
Metro -Check minicomputer, a system
that checks printed circuit boards for
opens and shorts. Mfr: Metropolitan
Circuits. Circle No. 92 on R.S. Card.
CAPACITORS

An 86 -page catalog provides cross
references, specifications, and configurations for twist prong, electrolytic
film dielectric, a.c., MICA dielectric,
ceramic dielectric and d.c. Kraft, as
well as information on relays, t.v. /f.m.
antenna rotor systems and citizen
band noise filters. Mfr: Cornell -Dubilier Electronics.
Circle No. 93 on R.S. Card.
PHASE CONTROL

and Integra 3 offers you a full deck
Mike preamps
Line preamps
Line amplifiers

Booster amplifiers
Bridging amplifiers
Stereo amplifiers
Stereo preamps
Four-channel
booster amplifiers
Distribution amplifiers
Mixing amplifiers
Power supplies
Preamp /compressor
Mike preamp /compressors
Stereo mike preamp compressors
Stereo preamp /compressors
Preamp /limiter

Mike preamp /limiters
Stereo preamp /limiter
Stereo mike preamp /limiters
Stereo line preamps
Stereo bridging preamps
Stereo booster preamps
Monitor power amplifiers
Stereo equalized phono preamps
Stereo equalized tape preamps
Switchers
Line -level transformers
Stereo line -level transformers
Tone oscillators
Stereo mixing preamps
Tape automation oscillators
Tape automation notch filters
Mono and stereo remote controls.

We have more cards and they're less expensive.

Whether you are in broadcasting, recording, sound reinforcement,
communications, engineered sound or theater sound -we have
the cards for you.
Integra 3 is a complete system of audio processing components
and accessories in modular form built around a large number of
the highest quality, standardized PC boards which use the latest
IC technology. The boards are compact in size (only 21/2 by 71/2
in.), use epoxy -glass 2 -ounce clad material with precious- metalplated contacts. The circuits are the latest IC op amps and other
similar components which feature widest frequency range, lowest
distortion, highest signal -to-noise ratios, best overall performance, maximum economy and reliability. Servicing is simplified by
the slide -in /slide -out modular design.
For complete details, contact Robins Broadcast & Sound Equipment Corp.,* a Robins Industries Corp., Commack, N.Y. 11725.
Telephone 516 -543 -5200.
*Formerly Fairchild Sound.
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A new catalog describes a series
of 80 amp rms silicon controlled rectifiers for general purpose phase control applications; includes nine sets of
performance curves. Mfr: International Rectifier
Circle No. 95 on R.S. Card.
CONDENSER MICROPHONE
CARTRIDGES
16 pages describe the various types
of testing microphone cartridges, accompanied by cutaway diagrams, a
survey of adaptors and accessories
and a specification chart. Mfr: B & K
Instruments.

Circle No. 96 on R.S. Card.
URETHANE FOAMS

Samples of various density acoustical foams are attached to this brochure, along with suggested application and description notes. Mfr:

Tenneco-Chemicals
Circle No. 97 on R.S. Card.
VOICE COIL COOLERS

Voice Coil Application Bulletin,
which describes the composition and
operation of speakers with particular
attention to voice coils (including a
nice diagram of a speaker) not only
leads to the product but could be
used for educational purposes. A second leaflet, Adhesive Coated Aramid
Paper for Low Power Speaker Voice
Coils describes an adhesive coated
paper used to fabricate split bobbin
speaker voice coils. Mfr: Keene Corp.
Circle No. 98 on R.S. Card.
COAXIAL CONNECTORS

Plugs, jacks, and receptacles, particularly featurin gminiature and ultraminiature coaxial connectors, are
covered in this catalog. Mfr: Maleo.
Circle No. 99 on R.S. Card.

Introducing a new formula
for successful recordings.
c,,TOL REcoRps
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NEW 019
MASTERING TAPE.

THE

At any demanding recording session there is no room
for any error. That's why the NEW Q19 Mastering
Tape is used at Capitol Records' studios. We are the
only studio tape manufacturer in the United States that
also operates a major studio. Therefore, we know
what is required in a quality mastering tape, and we
have designed and manufactured FORMULA 19 from
a user's viewpoint.

Consistent and Reliable
High Output Excellent Headroom
Low Print-Through Drop -Out Free Cushion- aireT"
Backcoating Splice Adhesion
These features are just a few of the many reasons
why studios are using FORMULA 19. It is the most
sophisticated mastering tape we've ever developed.
Try it
and discover the new formula for success.
FORMULA 19

Compatible

AUDIOTAPE" A PROFESSIONAL PRODUCT MANUFACTURED BY THE SAME PEOPLE WHO MAKE
AUDIODISCS" AUDIOFILM," AUDIOPAK" BROADCAST CARTRIDGES, AND THE LEARNING TAPE`" BY CAPITOL"

'

ll.i

BY CAPITOL,.
a CAPITOL MAGNETIC PRODUCTS

DMVIS10N

O'

CAPITOL RECORDS, INC. 1750 NORTH VINE STREET, LOS ANGELES, CALfCRNIA 40028
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cepts, P.O. Box 1134, Tustin,
Ca. 92680. (714) 838 -2288.
28 -30 Synergetic training seminar.
New York City. (See above.)
13 -16 B &K Seminar. Human Acoustics. Contact: B &K Instruments, Inc. 5111 W. 164th
St., Cleveland, Ohio, 44142.
(216) 267 -4800.
6 -8
Synergetic Training Seminar.
Boston, Mass. Contact: Don
Davis, Synergetic Audio Concepts, P.O. Box 1134, Tustin,
Ca. 92680. (714) 838-2288.
19 -21 Synergetic Training Seminar.
Washington, D.C. Contact:
(See above.)

CALENDAR
13 -19

International Audio Festival &
Fair. London, England. Contact: British Information Services, 845 Third Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10022. (212) 7528400.

20 -24 International Broadcasting
Conference. London, England.
Contact: British Information
Services.
14 -16 Synergetic
Audio Concepts
Professional Audio Seminar.
St. Louis, Mo. Contact: Don
Davis, Synergetic Audio Con-

"WE'RE NUMT3.. ONE"
FOR ALL AUDIO AND VIDEO EQUIPMENT NEEDS
FEATURING THE NEW

RMS LIMITER

UN

/ COMPRESSORS
COMlOEEiOO/UMITE

IL-..
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Model LA -4 COMPRESSOR /LIMITER
with LED Optical Attenuator, variable ratios,
stereo coupler and other deluxe features
for complete studio and broadcasting versatility.

1.44.

AUDIO LEVILFA

..
UIVVOISAL AUDIO

Model LA -5 AUDIO LEVELER
Ideal "no fuss" RMS-action leveler for sound
reinforcement and fixed installations. Same smooth
RMS action as LA -4, but without variable ratios
and stereo coupler.
Call or write for

a

free catalog and quotation.

AUDIO /VI DEO
320 West 46th St., N.Y.C. 10036
(212)541 -5900
CD

SUSTAINING MEMBER OF THE AUDIO ENGINEERING SOCIETY, INC.
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OCTOBER
I

Society of Broadcast Engineers, Chapter 22, Regional
and equipment
Convention
show -open to all. Syracuse

Hilton Inn, Syracuse, N.Y.
Contact: Paul Barron, WCNY-

TV/FM.
Audio Visual Institute, Indiana U. Contact: Dr. E. L.
Richardson, Audio-Visual Center, Indiana Usiversity, Bloomington, Indiana 47401. (812)
337 -2853.
Designing
11 -14 B &K
Seminar;
Quiet Products. Contact: B&K
Instruments, Inc.. 5111 W.
164th St., Cleveland, Ohio.
44142. (215) 267 -4800.
26 -27 B &K Seminar: Microphones
& Accelerometers: Their Calibration and Use. (See above.)
29- Audio Engineering Society
Nov. I Show. New York City, Waldorf- Astoria. Contact: AES,
Room 929, 60 E. 42nd St.,
New York, N.Y. 10017. (212)
661 -8528.
26-29 Microforum '76. London, England. Contact: British Information Services, 845 Third
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022.
(212) 752 -8400.
10 -15

NOVEMBER

Dixie Electronics Reps. Conference, Boca Raton, Fla.
Electronics
Dixie
Contact:
Reps., 1720 Peachtree Rd.,
Suite 322, Atlanta, Ga. 30309.
(404) 872 -5981.
7 -8
Convention, Society of Broadcast Engineers. Holiday Inn.
Hempstead, N.Y. Contact:
Mark Schubin, Society of
Broadcast Engineers, P.O. Box
607, Radio City Station, New
York, N.Y. 10019. (212) 7655100, ext. 317.
8 -11 B &K Seminar: Acoustical Materials & Structures: Design,
Applications.
and
Testing,
Contact: B &K Instruments,
5111 W. 164th St., Cleveland,
Ohio 44142. (216) 267 -4800.
8 -12 National Automated Production Exhibition, Manchester,
England. Contact: British Information Services. 845 Third
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022.
(212) 752 -8400.
9 -11 Synergetic Training Seminar,
Nashville, Tenn, Contact: Don
Davis, Synergetic Audio Concepts, P.O. Box 1134, Tustin,
Ca. 92680. (714) 838 -2288.
17 -19 Synergetic Training Seminar.
Orlando, Fla. Contact: (See
above.)
2 -6

o

ibsound with images

Last month, this corner stressed the
preliminary survey of the room in
which a meeting was to take place,
and for which you were asked to set
up the audio visual equipment. Now
that all the notes have been made and
studied and discussed with the client
and the agenda has been given to you
with some information on the individual presentations, the time has arrived to get the a/v devices together
and set them up.
HAVE A LITTLE LIST
The first, and one of the most im-

portant, steps you should take to avoid
trouble, is to make a complete list of
all the equipment you will need. According to the information you got in
this theoretical situation, each of the
speakers will need some audio -visual
aid, and, in some cases, two or three
different types. On the agenda, or in a
separate listing, detail each presenter's
requirements, including the items, accessories, cables, and even location of
the devices in the room The list will
enable you to determine cable lengths,

interconnections, connectors, adapters,
and so on. It will also be of assistance
when the setup is made, to save time
and prevent shifting of equipment
after delivery to the meeting room
and will also help you to plan the
number and heights of tables as well
as locations for all the materials you
will be using.

You can be sure that if anything
is going to happen during the meeting, it probably will, so the best you

can do is to try to be prepared -for
anything. This means a complete list,
and spares, and the good a/v person's
survival kit which is brought "just in
case.
." Leaving anything off the
list is not like missing an item or two
on the old shopping list where you
can go back and get it later or just get
along without it if you forget anything.
In the a/v business, what you forgot
is exactly what you'll need, and remembering that it is lying on the
bench back at the shop -no good!
The list should be made far enough
in advance to give you time to think
about it instead of scribbling it down
in a hurry. The same goes for the

..

equipment. Be sure it is all ready to
go in plently of time to look it over
so nothing is forgotten in packing,
and pack it according to the list. Incidentially, your timetable also includes
getting the gear to the location in
plenty of time to allow for a professional setup, and a thorough checkout
on the site.
CHECKING EQUIPMENT
Take a quick look at each of the
pieces of equipment that will go on
the job. Each piece should be checked
out at this time to be sure it works
well, that all its accessories are included on the list, proper plugs and
adapters are available and ready to
go. All associated equipment should
be tested while fully connected in a
test setup in the shop. This may seem
like over- caution, but it is the best
way for bad connectors to be found,
broken connections determined, missing grounds located, and distortion

from one cause or another determined
in time to check it out. This also goes
for improperly functioning projectors,

Speak

o ut
Community offers three 60° problem
solvers for indoor and outdoor sound
reinforcement. Our tough, durable,
weatherproof horns maintain a precise
60' pattern to the limits of the driver with
none of the resonances that plague
metal horns.

See your Community distributor.
It's time to speak out.

ihnumm
Community Light

&

Sound, Incorpo ated

5701 Grays Avenue Philadelphia, PA 19143
(215) 727 -0900

V
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sound with images (cont.)

STL Offers The Most

Complete Selection
Of Test Tapes Available Anywhere
looking for precision test tapes,
look no further. STL can serve all your needs with
150 mil cassette tapes, tapes in 1/4", 1/2 ", 1"
and 2" sizes, flutter tapes and magnetic test
films in Super-8 mm, 16 mm or 35 mm. STL
gives you the most accurate reference possible
in the widest range of formats. Order from us
and find out where your system really is.
If you are

Write for

a

free brochure and the dealer in your area.

Distributed exclusively by Taber Manufacturing & Engineering Co.

STANDARD TAPE LABORATORY, Inc.
208 Edson Avenue
San Leandro, CA 94577
(415) 635 -3805
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NEW AUDIO SPECTRUM MONITOR!
1/3

FEATURES

USES

OCTAVE REAL TIME ANALYSIS MODEL 142
PEAK READING
TWO MEMORIES: CUMULATIVE OR SAMPLE
VARIABLE TIME CONSTANTS (0.1 - 2 SEC.)
CALIBRATED IN
DBM
10 -20 -30 DB DISPLAY RANGE
40 HZ to 16 KHZ ON 1/3
OCTAVE ISO CENTERS
11 x 28 LED ARRAY
BUILT -IN PINK
NOISE SOURCE 31/2" x 8" DEEP RACK MOUNT.
PROGRAM MATERIAL MONITORING
RECORDING AND MIX PORTABLE SYSTEM ADJUSTMENT
DOWN ANALYSIS
TAPE
EQUALIZATION AND CALIBRATION
TRANSMISSION LINE
EQUALIZATION
BEFORE -AFTER COMPARISONS
FREQUENCY

RESPONSE TESTING

r.

Suggested
List Price $3200

r
Other real time analy
Dealer inquiries invited

ALSO: Active and passive equalizers

RUA'

q,,,,..

Call or write today: WHITE INSTRUMENTS, INC.
Austin, Texas 78767
512/892 -0752

P.O. BOX 698

CO
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dissolve units, or whatever else, other
than sound equipment, you may need.
FILM PROJECTOR

Probably the workhorse of presentations is the film projector. Although
most people are aware of how it works,
and can thread a manual or load an
automatic unit correctly, few except
professionals know of possible problems and what to quickly do about
them to keep the down-time to a
minimum. The projector should be
loaded with a test film, and run for
awhile. It should also be stopped and
started a few times.
The auxiliary speaker, if one is to
be used, should be connected and the
sound checked. The volume control
should sound clean, not raspy or noisy
at changes of level. Lamps must be
checked and replaced before packing
the equipment if there is the slightest
doubt. They should be clean, not dark
or smoky. The exciter lamp, although
it is difficult to judge for age, should
at least be clean and not dark looking.
If you have any idea of the lifetime of
the lamps, and you think they have
reached nearly the limit, change them
before getting out on the show. It's
easier this way than when the program
is under way and the lamp is very
hot.
The lens should be clean and tightly
in place for safety during shipping.
The film path should be cleaned,
cleared of old fragments of film or
sticky tape which could ruin the operation, and the gate and aperture
should be clean. (Incidentally, be sure
the lamp is of the proper power for
the throw distance and image size.)
This is also the right time to check
spare lamps. They should be put into
the projector and turned on for testing, not just looked at. The first time
you run into changing a lamp on a
job and find the spare is defective
you'll wish you had checked the spare.
When checking the projector completely, including the sound system,
all accessories and spares and cables
with connectors can be tested at the
same time, and adapters checked out.
Once you have satisfied yourself completely that the unit and all accessory
items are ready to go, then you can
pack them. This is also the right time
to figure out lengths of cable for all
extensions, such as to the speaker, or
to the a.c. outlet, and here the original
sketch and notes of the room will help.
By the way, be sure to carry take-up
reels for the projector. They should
be of the right size for the films you
will run, and right quantity to allow
you to change reels without having to

rewind each film after it's over. Rewinding films during the meeting while
your projector is in the same room as
the audience can really he a problem.
You can figure on using a supply reel
for take -up on occasion, but if it's
not the right size, don't use it for any
film where the film will come over
the edges.
SLIDE PROJECTOR
The second most used audio -visual
aid (although there is seldom any
audio associated with it) is the slide
projector. A complete running test
should be made with lamp, extension
cords and remote control device, a
drum or slides, and forward, reverse,
and focus controls. Here, again, is a
good time to work out cable lengths

for the a.c., the remote control, and
for support tables for the slide /film
projector combination. Spare lamps
should be checked in the projector,
an extra remote control unit checked
out and packed, and blank slides included as a professional service to the
speakers who forget to bring their
own. (An extra drum or two might
also be of help in the event it is
needed in a hurry.) It might also be
wise to put a blank slide in the slide
projector before you pack up. This
will then be in the aperture when you
put the first drum on and will allow

you to change drums during the presentation without having to turn off
the lamp. (This is especially helpful
when the light source is Xenon, where
the lamp cannot be turned out and
turned on again immediately.)
Along with the slide unit, you might
also check out the dissolve unit and
the second projector, or the slide sync
cassette player. With the cassette, it is
essential that you try the unit with the
projector you intend to use at the
meeting. Use a tape and a drum to
be sure everything works. This will also
permit checking the sound with the
auxiliary speaker unit you used for
the film projector and all connector
cables.

the time to practice, not at the presentation. This is also an excellent
time to rehearse what you will do in
the event any thing happens. If the
cassette goes out of sync, or if a lamp
blows, or if someone steps on a cable
and disconnects it, or if the sound
goes bad, what would be the best way
to solve the problem quickly with the
least amount of fuss, and what will
you need in the way of parts or tools

The sound quality should be tested
with the projector and cassette player
plugged into the adapters and cables
just as they will be at the meeting.
This way, the entire system can be
judged for quality, loading, reversed
wiring, grounds, shorts, etc. Also, if
it is necessary during the show to have
the dissolve unit and a remote control
unit plugged in simultaneously for any
part of the meeting, this is the best
time to plug in the proper "Y" cable
adapter, or to try to pull out one plug
and put in the other without disturbing the setup or the alignment of
the projectors. Before the meeting is

system

to do it?

AUDIO TAPE PLAYER
The audio tape player, of course,
is also an essential part of most presentations. This should also be checked,
cleaned, and connected into the speaker

along with the other

sound equipment to check connectors,
loading, quality, etc., and should be
played at its different speeds to be
sure all is well. Again, use this chance
to check the lengths of a.c. cables,
extensions, and speaker cables so they
can all be run hidden or covered, and
out of the way of the people in the
room, as you have planned according
to the original sketch of the room
during the survey.
The overhead projector can be a
pain. This unit has to be at the front
of the room near the person speaking.
This means it can be set up on a small

Speak uA 1
Three tough durable fiberglas radial
horns from Community command a full
ninety degree dispersion to the limits of
your driver. No throat adapters are
necessary -we make our horns in one
piece for each type of commercially
available driver; the two screw -ons and
1.4" and 2" bolt -ons.
1 ",
So see your Community distributor
and speak up.

kunnu
Commun ty Light

&

5701 Grays Avenue

(215) 727 -0900
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Sound. Incorpo ated
Philadelphia, PA 19143
CD

sound with images (cont.)
table at the front of the room, or put
at the side of the room or lectern
until the time comes to use it. When
it is set up early, it might interfere
with the projection of slides or film.
It it can be folded down, perhaps it
can stand ready in this position until
it is used. If not, think of where it
should be so that the person putting it
on the table will not have to fuss
with the a.c. cord. Maybe it can be
plugged in and just moved to its
proper position without having to fool
with the cord. Perhaps using a rolling
table is the best way. In any event,
the ease with which the final operation
takes place will depend on pre- thinking of the a.c. extension cords, the
table, if necessary, and your original
sketch of the room. Check the unit
for cleanliness, good lamp (and spare,
of course), and proper location with
respect to the screen so you can save
time at the setup site. The overhead
can also prove to be a problem when it
is positioned because of the seating
arrangement and sight lines. This is
something that should be discussed
with your client, and the people setting
up the tables and chairs in the room,
and will possibly take a bit of diplomacy to set up quickly and easily.

different audio DA's designed
to solve all of your distribution
problems.

Six

From our table top 1 in /6 out to our
powerful 20 in/80 out. Stereo or mono

operation, output metering, individual
level controls and balanced inputs and
outputs are just a few of the many features found in these superb DA's. Per-

- -

formance? Response
10 Hz - 20 KHz
±0.5 db; Dist.
0.1 %; Output level
+20 dbm max; Signal/Noise
-90
80 db. Qualdb; Channel separation
ity? All RAMKO products are backed
by our 10 day free trial and 2 year warranty. They have to be good to do that.

-

- -

Call collect or write today!

Models & Prices
145
DA -6/E 1x6 (table top)
S
165
DA -6R /E 1x6 (rack)
S
.
5 179
DA -6BR /E 1x6 (rack, indiv. cont.) .
4 239
DA -6RS /E 2x12 (rack)
DA- 16BR /E 2x16 (rack, meter, etc.) . . $ 295
5325 - 41,675
DA -2080 up to 20x80 (rack)
.
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VIDEO
If video cassettes or other tape formats are to be used in the presentation, the number and location of the
receivers or monitors with respect to
the audience is of utmost importance.
The smaller size of the screens (compared with the projection screen)
means more critical arrangement for
all to see properly. They should also
be high enough for good viewing from
the back seats. This might mean using
special tables, or extending -leg projection stands to hold the receivers.
The video player can be located at
the rear of the room near the projectors, where you can run the machine, or near the front where the
presenter can operate it. This must be
decided far enough in advance so the
person speaking can be coached on
the operation, and so you can judge
the length of cable you will need to
set up to be able to feed both (or

.

RAMKO RESEARCH
3516 C LaGrande Blvd.
Sacramento, California 98523
Telephone (916) 635 -3600

FREE CATALOG
HARD -TO -FIND PRECISION TOOLS
Lists more than 2800 items pliers, tweezers.
wire strippers, vacuum systems, relay tools.
optical equipment, tool kits and cases. Also
includes ten pages of useful '-tool Tips" to aid
in tool selection.

JENSEN
TOOLS
Street,
Aria.
4117 N. 4414
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all) of the sets with proper splitters,
distribution amp., etc.

Will the presentation require a start/
stop operation on the same cassette?
If so, the machine should have a
pause control to permit stopping the
tape without having it return to the
cassette each time. This will also make
it easy to start it up again and will
also have the tape cued up properly
if the cassette has been prepared correctly. This is the time, in the shop,
to get the system hooked up, checked
out, and cleaned up for proper operation during the show. All cables (video,
audio, rf) to be used should be tested
with splitters, and so on. To be sure
there is no breakup, check the sound
level. A color bar tape should be used
to preset the receiver /monitor controls
for the best color. The switches on the
rear of the cassette player must be in
their correct positions. Cable lengths
and feed -through adapters, and terminations or antenna transformers
should all be packed and checked off
the list.
PROJECTION SCREEN
I left the projection screen out of
the discussion because it seems pretty
obvious that one must be taken along
if there isn't one in the room. Sometimes, however, because it is so obvious, it is forgotten. The screen should
be located for proper sightlines by the
entire audience. The size of the screen
is important, and depends on the size
of the room and placement of the
audience, and the space available for
setting up. It will also depend on the
throw distance from the projectors,
the slide formats (horizontal or vertical), and brightness. Here is the time
to figure the lenses of the projectors
to be sure that all contingencies are
covered. If one arrangement won't
work, another may. This will depend
on the ability of the projectionist to
adapt the image size to the screen
width; the wider the range of lenses
available, the greater the number of
possible setups he can make to fit
the room. Just remember that the biggest screen you have might not always
be the proper answer. Sam Goldwyn
once said that a wide screen just makes
a bad film twice as bad.

The thing that makes a good a/v
person better than the next one is the
professionalism demonstrated in arranging for the setup, the way meetings are held before the show, and the
way the equipment is finally set up
and how it all works out. If the presentation goes well, don't expect applause, but you might have made a
good customer with a continuing business. If the show flops because of you

-forget it!
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In considering putting together a
multi -way loudspeaker system, one of
the first questions about crossovers is,
"How steep do we make the crossover?" Among audio people, we find
two schools of thought, one of which
says, the steeper the better, while the
other takes the reverse view, that one
should use the simplest crossover that
one can get away with.
The advocates of steep crossovers
do so on the basis of avoiding interaction between units in the vicinity of
crossover. For example, if you use a
24 dB /octave design, there is only
one frequency at which both units deliver equal energy, and by quarter of
an octave away, one of the units is
down to one -fourth the energy of the
other. In contrast, with a 6 dB /octave design, it takes an octave to
reach this ratio.
If you do not go any further, that
sounds like a pretty logical argument
for the steepest crossover you can afford. But anyone who has been
around for some time should get suspicious of any statement that says
"the more the better" in any direction,
without telling what is the other side
of the picture.
Why do we want crossovers, or
multi -way systems, in the first place?
Because it is easier to design a unit
that is reasonably flat in its frequency
response, for only part of the audio
spectrum, than it is for the whole
range. This means that if we could
design a loudspeaker that is flat

throughout the whole audio spectrum,
we could forget about crossovers al-

together.
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Figure 1. An idealized interpretation of the meaning of
minimum phase response. Note that when amplitude
response (top) is level, the phase response is zero.
response is proportional to the slope of the
amplitude response, shows advance for an upward
slope, delay for a downward slope.
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Figure 2. Amplitude and phase response of 6 dB/
octave and 12 dB /octave low pass sections, showing
that they do comply with minimum phase definition.

Next, having settled for doing a
really good job over only part of the
audio spectrum, such a unit usually
becomes erratic in its response beyond the range of frequencies for
which a good degree of flatness has
been achieved. You want to roll that
unit off fast so its irregularities do
not show, and let the other one take
over, where it does the job for which
it was designed.
Sounds good doesn't it? That is why
so many advocates go that route, probably. Some of the better informed then
start talking about minimum -phase response and non -minimum -phase response, but since this is over many
audio people's heads, they'd rather
not get into that. But let's see what
it really means.

type, at crossover, the slope is 6 dB/
octave, and the phase shift is also 90
degrees, preserving that minimum phase relationship (FIGURE 2).
But now let us look at how a steep
type could be synthesized (FIGURE

MINIMUM -PHASE RESPONSE
Minimum -phase response, put simply, refers to a system in which when
amplitude and phase response are
compared, an upward slope always
corresponds with a phase advance,
and a downward slope always corresponds with a phase delay (FIGURE 1).
This means that where the amplitude
curve is flat, phase response should
be zero -no phase shift.
Referring to the constant -resistance
type of filter design, which if not universal in crossovers is at least representative of the general trend, the response of each filter will be minimum
phase if the ultimate roll -off rate is

Erarase

either 6 dB /octave, or 12 dB /octave.
The maximum phase shift, reaching its full slope of 6 dB /octave, is
90 degrees. With the 12 dB /octave

Erase faster
Erase cleaner
WIMP

"

n

easier

Garner Erasers

cut man hours spent erasing audio andvideo
tapes. Simple, safe continuous belt
operation gives you "hands-off"
professional erasures in only four
seconds. Handles up to 101/2"" reels,
cartridges, and cassettes. Acclaimed by major users, yet priced
low enough for the smallest studio
or station to afford.

GARNER INDUSTRIES
4200 N. 48th St.
Lincoln, NE 68504
402- 464 -5911
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Figure 3. Synthesis of a 24 dB /octave low pass, from a 12 dB /octave, with
6 dB loss at 6 dB slope, (A); and a 12 dB /octave, with +3 dB slope, (B);
combined response is at (C). Note that although amplitude response (B) has
upward slope, its phase response is still delay, which violates minimum
phase definition.

3). If we use two sections, one with
6 dB loss at its 6 dB /octave- slope,

The biggest advance of audio
control in the last 15 years.

Totally DC controlled for noiseless
switching and audio mixing. Lighted
touch pad switching eliminates mechanical noise and breakdown. Advanced
solid state light emitting "VU" meters.
Cermet mixers and level controls for
years of trouble free operation. Plug
in amplifier cards. Full range input gain
select from mic thru high level. All
inputs and outputs balanced. Distortion
0/3 %; Response
+0, -2 db,
-65 db (mic
20 Hz - 20 KHz; Noise

-

--

inputs). Flexibility? Complete complement of accessories for input expansion,
equalization, remote control, etc.
10 day free trial and 2 year warranty.

Call collect or write today. You'll find
it both an exciting and profitable ad-

venture!
Models & Prices
Single
DC -5M Dual
DC -5MS Dual
DC -8M Dual
DC -8MS Dual
SC -5M

Channel,
Channel,
Channel,
Channel,
Channel,

mono
mono
stereo
mono
stereo

.
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s780
s1032
51252
51390
51880

RAMKO RESEARCH
3516 C LaGrande Blvd.
Sacramento, California 95823
Telephone (916) 635 -3600
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90
degree point, and one with 3 dB boost
at the same frequency, also at a 6 dB/
octave -slope, 90 degree point, and a
peak of 3.6 dB just below that, the
combination will make a 24 dB /octave roll-off, with 3 dB loss, 12 dB/
octave, 180 degrees phase shift at the
design point.
That is one way of putting together
a 24 dB /octave crossover filter. What
many people do not realize is that
whether you actually put it together
that way or not, the relative amplitude
and phase responses will be the same.
So isn't that minimum phase?
To understand why not, look at
the peaking network's response. Like
any other 2- element filter, it has a
6 dB /octave downward slope with
a 90 degree phase delay at its design
point. But what about that peak? Like
any other 2- element filter, its phase
shift goes through a total of 180 degrees phase change, all delay for the
low pass section.
At the peak, instead of having zero
phase shift, it will have close to 90
degrees. Below the peak, it has a rising amplitude response, with a phase
delay, not an advance. So it does not
obey the minimum phase rules in this
region. This means that the combined
network cannot do so either.
ALL -PASS NETWORKS
Lattice networks, are called all -pass
networks, which means that all frequencies are passed with uniform amplitude response, but with a relative

Figure 4. A simple lattice network. At
low frequencies the through connection
Is from upper to upper and lower to
lower. At high frequencies, the through
connection is from upper to lower and
vice versa, a 180 degree phase switch.
At intermediate frequencies, the transfer
swings around from one to the other,
it the loading is correct, the amplitude
does not change.

shift in phase (FIGURE 4). Such a
network is definitely not minimum
phase, because a flat response should
have zero phase shift.
Now consider what happens when
you put together two sections, a low
pass and a high pass, to make up a
crossover, using 24 dB /octave design (FIGURE 5). Each filter goes
through a full phase change of 360
degrees. And if it uses constant resistance design, the phase responses
will look identical, so that the output
of each filter is always at 360 degrees
to the output of the other.
As this really means that they are
in phase, it looks really convenient;
the outputs will always be completely
additive, with no phase difference.
What this omits is the fact that within
much less than an octave, this combined output whirls through a phase
change of 360 degrees. The composite

output

0

is

certainly

not

minimum

phase.

Let us look at the 12 dB /octave
case a little closer. Each section shifts
by an ultimate of 180 degrees and if
correctly designed and used, the out-

(A)

puts of the two filters are always precisely 180 degrees out of phase. That
is kind of convenient because all you
have to do now is to reverse the connections of one voice coil and the
output from both units is always in
phase.
But still the phase shift passes
through 180 degrees over the same
frequency range that the 24 dB /octave combination passes through 360
degrees. We have just reduced the effect. The combined acoustic output
is not minimum phase. But we will
admit, it is better than the 24 dB/
octave system.
Have I now convinced you that
the simpler crossover filters are better? As I said last month, if loudspeakers behaved like resistors, this
would be true. Now we can take
another look at the reason we need
crossovers in the first place.
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Figure 5. Response curves for a 24 dB /octave crossover. Note that the phase
difference is a constant 360 degrees, which is the same as zero, on a continuous
sine wave signal. The signal delivered to both outputs is always in phase.

WHY CROSSOVERS?
Audio people were first concerned
with the irregularities in a loudspeaker's amplitude response. Because it
seemed that phase did not matter,

You oughts haves

your head examined.
And your pinchwheel
inspected.
And your clutch and
brake checked.
In fact, if you depend
on your Nagra for your
living, a periodic check -up

with Jerry Ozment (The
Nagra Specialist) will bring

Jerry has lived and
breathed Nagras for the
past ten years as both a
repair technician and motion picture sound man.

His ability to modify
and adapt standard Nagras
to specific needs for
unusual situations is startling.

His repair skills have set
standard in professional
circles.
And, of course, all
modifications and repairs
are fully guaranteed by
Mobius Cine, Ltd., the
home of the Nagra
Specialist.
a

every gear and gi7mn
under his scrutim

e Nagra Specialist
at Mobius Cine Lfd.
7 East

47th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017 212 758-3770
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Specs: Stereo Mode Output Power
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-
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Mono Mode Output Power

-

80 Watts. 20 Hz- 20kHz.
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THD. into 8 ohms.

BGW SYSTEMS

For the small tremors in your life.

13130 South Yukon Avenue
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that view held for a long time. But
why is amplitude response important?
If a system has a gradual change in
response that slopes, say 6 dB, from
one end to the other of the audio
spectrum, you would have to a -b it
with a flat response to tell any difference. And then the only difference
you would notice would be a slight
change in emphasis of highs over
lows, or vice versa.
But if you have a unit with a 6 dB

From the same people
who shook the plaster off the
ceiling of Grauman's Chinese Theater,
The tremendous low- frequency energy
needed to create the special effects in
Universal's "EARTHQUAKE" was achieved
by using the rugged BGW power
amplifiers. Now, from the same power and
quality crazed Californian engineering
minds comes a smaller version:
The Model 100.

&

Hawthorne, California 90250
(213) 973-8090
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The Sound Workshop 242 has been the industry standard for
low cost reverberation...until now!

hole or, worse yet, a 6 dB peak, in
its response, the difference is much
more immediately noticeable as coloration, or a characteristic tone. If the
only difference is because certain frequencies get reproduced at a 6 dB
higher or lower level than other frequencies, it would not he nearly so
noticeable. Unfortunately, this is difficult, if not impossible. to demonstrate. The reason the shape of the
amplitude response makes a difference
greater than it looks on the response
curve, is because it is inevitably accompanied by non -minimum phase
response.
This means that the loudspeaker behaves as if certain frequencies are

radiated from "further back." Other
frequencies may be radiated more or
less normally, but frequencies in the
vicinity of the peak or hole sound as
if they were radiated by a unit at the
back end of a short tube creating the
apparent coloration.
Now, the reason you want to use
a crossover is because your carefully
designed woofer, for example, gives
this kind of impression if you allow
it to radiate mid -range or highs. Perhaps you have a different reason for
wanting to roll off the mid -range or
tweeter, at its low end
protect it
from distortion. But if you use a steep

-to

Introducing the Sound Workshop 242A Stereo Reverberation System.
The same great sound and reliability that made the 242 famous, now
with added features to make it a must in the studio, on the road. at the
disco, or on the air.
The 242A features line and mic inputs. peak reading LEDS. independent
channel equalization. stereo return from a mono send. full control of
dry to reverb mix. plus more. And of course its Sound Workshop quality.
We guarantee it. For 2 years parts and labor.
The Sound Workshop
S450.

242A Stereo Reverberation System.

bringing the technology
within everyones reach

v

1038 Northern Blvd., Roslyn, New York 11576
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slope crossover, the effect of the crossover, reproduced through two "perfect" loudspeakers (which, if you
had, you would not need the crossover) has the same effect due to its
non -minimum -phase properties.
To sign off this month's column, I
hope I have made clear that what you
do is going to be a compromise. You
want to do the best possibly with
what you have. Some years ago, loudspeaker designers worth their salt realized that crossovers were not the
panacea. You must start with good
loudspeakers, as good as you can get
them. Then you can put together the
best of several, by designing an appropriate crossover for the purpose.
But what slope is best, for a given

combination, is something that requires careful consideration for that
combination.

According to TRUTONE RECORDS.::The Stanton
calibrated 681 series is our total point of
reference in our Disc Mastering Operation"

"Carl Rowatti, Chief Engineer, adjusting the Program limiters prior to cutting

Trutone can be described as a family enterprise ... but
what a family! Father Lou Rowatti is the President; Son Carl
is Vice President and Chief Engineer; and daughter -in -law
Adrianne handles the business end of the operation. They
have great pride in their family, in their family's enterprise
and in their products. That's why they insist on using the
best always.
Trutone Records in Northvale, New Jersey always uses
the Calibrated Stanton Triple -E for A -B comparisons between tape and disc. They also use the Triple -E to check
the frequency response of the cutter head (they'll record a
1,000 Hz tone and a 10 kHz tone twice a day to check the
condition of the cutting stylus and the high end frequency
response of the cutter head).
They make test cuts and play them back, using the
Triple -E for reference, as high as 15 kHz all the way down
to 30 Hz. Carl Rowatti says "We use the Stanton Calibrated
681 series as our total point of reference in our disc master-

-

Lou Rowatti inspects a master lacquer.
Adrienne checks the lathe.

Carl Rowatti adjusts the pitch computer
on the mastering lathe.

a

master lacquer ".

ing operation. Everything in the studio is judged

- and we

think perfectly judged for quality -with this great cartridge ".
Professionals can't afford to take chances with quality.
That's why they depend on Stanton in their operations.
Each Stanton 681 Triple -E is guaranteed to meet its
specifications within exacting limits, and each one boasts
the most meaningful warranty possible. An individually calibrated test result is packed with each unit.
Whether your usage involves recording, broadcasting, disco or home entertainment your choice should be the
choice of the professionals... the Stanton
681 TRIPLE -E.

Write today for further information to:
Stanton Magnetics, Terminal Drive,
Plainview, New York 11803

Carl installs the Stanton Calibrated
681 Triple -E on the playback table.
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Lou Rowatti (The Prez) adjusting the high
frequency limiter in his cutting room.
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From a laboratory curiosity a few years
ago, electret condenser microphones have
now matured as serious products for professional use. Although their initial
appeal may have been freedom from a
bulky high voltage supply, present development work at E -V is creating new advantages and benefits of importance to
critical users.
Currently the Electro-Voice laboratory is
developing techniques to optimize the behavior of electret elements, with attention
to such areas as miniaturization, less
shock susceptibility, improved signal-tonoise ratio, the effects of varying capacity, charge voltage, and diaphragm material. Old assumptions about many of the
above parameters have been challenged,
with interesting and beneficial results.
Because E -V creates the entire microphone, rather than purchasing generating
elements, we can control more design
aspects. In addition, the fact that we do
our own diaphragm charging offers several degrees of freedom not available to
other electret microphone designers.
E -V production microphones also take
advantage of our flexibility and the availability of skilled manufacturing crafts persons to assure precise compliance to
design standards. Hand damping, for
instance, can "fine tune" a particular
microphone to compensate for minor
variations in materials and assembly. This
method also permits small runs of specialized models with response or polar
characteristics uniquely suited to a given
application.
The result of this research and designedin flexibility will shortly be seen in new
and /or updated E -V electret microphones that should prove uniquely useful
for professional, commercial, and home
sound needs. But our research has also
concentrated on studies to improve such
simple, yet vital matters as cable reliability, external powering flexibility, and
simplified field service. These design
facets may well be as important to the
operating engineer as performance improvements.
As a result, this next generation of E -V
electret microphones will benefit from
even more sophisticated acoustic and
electrical performance while continuing
to offer reliability and ease of use that
rivals the most rugged dynamic microphones.

ElectroVoice®
c qUital company
co

Dept. 963BD, 686 Cecil Street
Buchanan, Michigan 49107

Telephone lines are used for a
great many purposes besides normal
phone conversations. Program audio
is fed over the lines by broadcasters,
background music services, as well as
special information and marketing information networks for feed to f.m.,
SCA subcarriers, etc. Many other data
signals, such as computer, teleprinter,
and telemetry data use telephone lines.
Our concern in this article is the use
of local lines for sending audio around
town rather than some inter -city network arrangements. If you have not
had the experience of using telephone
lines for audio in the past and are now
faced with the prospect, the information given may help you to understand better the problems involved.
BASIC PARAMETERS
When connecting any two audio
units together by wire circuits, short
or long, such as a speaker to an amplifier or a microphone to a pre- amplifier, the two interfacing units must
have their electrical characteristics
matched properly or the units will
either not perform properly or not at
all. These characteristics must match
even if there is no interconnecting
wiring and the terminals are directly
tied together. The important characteristics are the impedances of the
sending and the receiving units, balance& and unbalanced circuit isolation, and the signal levels.

IMPEDANCES
All audio units are designed around
their input /output impedances so that
units can be matched up. The impedance matching (or mismatching) affects the units' operations and signal
levels, as well as the bandpass
achieved, so every effort should be
made to match these properly.
Impedance is a value that contains
both a resistive element and a reactive
element. The resistive element will
cause equal loss to all signals in the
bandpass, while the reactive component is frequency- dependent and will
cause loss according to frequency.
This reactive component may be
either inductive or capacitive or it
may be cancelled out (zero reactance)
with only the resistive element remaining.
Inductive reactance is directly proportional to frequency, that is, its
value increases as the frequency increases. In audio work, the inductive
reactance is usually not a problem
unless large chokes, transformers,
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Figure 1. The two audio units must be
matched, regardless of the length of
line between them, or they won't
work properly.

tape hands or similar inductive devices
are concerned. But, except for transformers, these are usually not involved in the input /output impedances.
Capacitive reactance, on the other
hand, is inversely proportional to frequency; as the frequency increases,
the reactance value decreases. This reactive component will cause the most
problems in audio work, whether it is
designed in series or parallel with the
circuit. When in shunt across the circuit, it effectively bypasses the upper
audio frequencies before they can
reach the load. If it is in series with
the circuit, it will discriminate against
the low audio frequencies.
INTERCONNECTION
When the two units are connected
together by short-length circuits in
the studio or the building, the interconnecting wiring should not affect
the two units. When this is done carefully, except for a few critical circuits,
such wiring is mostly not significant
to the operation of the two units.
But when we wish to place our
audio units across town from each

other, the characteristics of the very
long interconnecting lines do become
very significant and call for more serious treatment. Our basic requirements of the two audio units remain
the same, but now the distributed resistance and reactance of the line add
up and affect our match considerably.
LINE CHARACTERISTICS

The circuit leased from the Telephone Company will be a balanced,
unloaded cable pair. Each wire in this

Five monitors. One sound. Five JBL studio monitors.
You could record with any one, play back on any other,
and take your pick among the rest for mixing or mastering.
The only differences are acoustic output, size and cost.
No matter what size your studio is, you can cross reference with any other studio using JBL's.
But reading isn't knowing for sure. Come listen to
one. Or -wo. Or five.
JBL Studio Monitors from $303 to $1596.

James

B.

Lansing Sound. Inc

8500 Balboa Blvd Northridge. Calif 91324
.
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Here's why the General Time Seth

Thomas battery -powered
Guartzmatic is the ideal clock for
TV and radio stations and recording
studios.
Instant by instant, the accuracy is remarkable. No more timing problems due
to electrical failures. No more "is -thatclock- right ?" worries. The Ouartzmatic
is perfect for studios. control rooms.
newsrooms, offices, you name it. Other
advantages:
Portable
Big 12" diameter face
with 1 and '/z" numbers and red -sweep
second hand make it a cinch to read,
even from a distance
Works on 2 "C"
White or tan face, charcoal
batteries
numbers: with woodhue case.

Price advantage, too!

Only

$59 95

With all its assets, it's a great bargain at
$59.95. Shipping included. Send check
or company purchase order. Include
local taxes. If you prefer, we'll send
C.O.D. Specify white or tan. Batteries
not included. Mail your order now to
Dept. DB -9 at nearest service center.

GENERAL TIME SERVICE
A

TALLEY INDUSTRIES COMPANY

GENERAL TIME SERVICE

AKRON 819 E. Market St.. OH 44305
CHICAGO 206 N. Michigan Ave., IL 60601
DALLAS 400 S. Ervay St.. TX 75201
LOS ANGELES 5404 Wilshire Blvd.. CA 90036
NEW YORK 150 E 47 St.. NY 10017
P -IILADELPHIA 1214 Walnut St.. PA 19107
P-IOENIX 3809 E. Thomas Rd.. AZ 85018
QUEENS 170 -08 Jamaica Ave.. NY 11433
SAN FRANCISCO 540 Mission St.. CA 94105
SEATTLE 1510 Sixth Ave.. WA 98101
WHEELING 599 S. Wheeling. IL 60090
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AT A GIVEN FREQUENCY

)

Figure 2. The shunt capacitive reactance
is in parallel with the load impedance.

Figure 3. A simple passive equalizer
that is a parallel resonant circuit. More
sophisticated equalizers are available.

pair will be of very small diameter,
usually of 26 gauge. Because of the
small diameter of the wire, resistance
can be high and will become more
significant as the length increases.
How much total resistance of the circuit there is depends upon the length
of the circuit and the particular type
of wire used, but this can typically
range from 200 ohms to 500 ohms
for one mile of cable length. That resistance will cause a considerable loss
to the signal as it passes through the

LOADING
A simple form of loading which
the Telephone Company does on their
regular voice circuits produces enough
equalization to make a reasonably
good voice channel. Loading coils are
added in series with the circuit at approximately one mile intervals. The
actual distance between the coils and
the coil value depends upon the particular circuit, but a typical value is
6 mHy. The coils' inductances neutralize part of the line capacity but
also increase the normal 600 ohm line
impedance to approx. 1,000 ohms.
The net result is a bandpass from approximately 300 Hz to about 3200 Hz.
Above this figure, the response drops
off very steeply. Although this form

cable.

The same pair of wires will also
have an approximately 0.083 µF
shunt capacity across them in each
mile of cable, adding directly as the
cable length is increased. For example, three miles of cable will have a
total of 0.249 N.F shunt capacity. It
doesn't take much calculation to realize what this will do to the higher
audio frequencies.
Actual losses due to the resistive
and reactive components in the line
will be approximately 2.9 dB at
kHz, and the losses increase rapidly
at the upper frequencies.

of equalization makes a reasonably
good voice circuit, the line cannot be
further equalized to improve the band pass. The loading coils must be removed when a wider bandpass is required, and a different form of equalization performed.

1

EQUALIZATION
Remember that we must still match
our two audio units, but now we have
a significant amount of resistance and
capacitance between them. Unless we
can reduce the effect of these components, our audio units won't work
properly and signal transfer will suffer in both signal level and response.
The counteraction of these line characteristics is called equalization. Equalization can be done by the one who
orders the circuit, or an equalized circuit can be ordered from the Telephone Company. Naturally, an equalized circuit will cost more than a
non -equalized circuit, the price depending on the grade (according to

bandpass) ordered.

CO

xc

Z
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LOWER THE IMPEDANCE
When the circuit is very long, the
first step is to reduce the impedance

of the two audio units. That is, if they
are normally set for 600 ohm impedance, change the transformer taps to
150 ohms. This process in itself will
cause some signal loss, but it will
make equalization easier. Since the
line capacity is across the load impedance, it will have less effect across
150 ohms than across 600 ohms. For
example, a cable three miles in length
will have approximately 0.25 p.F
shunt capacitance. This will have a
reactive value of about 650 ohms at
1 kHz, 125 ohms at 5 kHz, and only
70 ohms at 10 kHz. At each of these
frequencies, the load impedance will
be a parallel combination of the capacitive reactance and the load im-

pedance. If these values are in parallel with 150 ohms, there will be less
effect than if they are across 600
ohms.
BASIC EQUALIZER
The basic equalizer introduces a
complementary curve to the loss curve
of the line. In effect, it lowers the low
audio frequency response down to the
value of the high frequency response
at the limit of the bandpass desired.
The simple passive equalizer is made
up of an inductance, capacitance and
switchable resistors. This unit, when
combined with the line capacity, will
create a resonant peak to occur somewhere in the upper audio range. By
resonating with the capacity, that partially cancels some of the capacity of
the line. The lower skirt of the resonance curve is broadbanded by the
use of the switchable resistors which
lower the resonant circuit's Q.

LOSSES
Equalization will cause considerable signal loss in the circuit; these
losses vary with the circuit itself and
the bandpass desired. The wider the
bandpass, the greater the losses, so
keep this in mind and only equalize
the bandpass necessary for the program requirements. For example, a
circuit intended only for voice sig-

dB

LINE LOSS

o

CURVE

IO
20
EQUALIZER
CURVE

30

RESULTING CURVE

40
50

100Hz

10KHz

KHz

adjusted so that it is complementary

Figure

4. The equalizer curve is
to the line -loss curve.

nais does not need a circuit with a
15 kHz bandpass. Although the losses
must be made up, there is a limit that
can be fed into the head end of the
line. This is +8 dB at maximum.
More than that will cause cross -talk
into other circuits and the Telephone
Company frowns on that. The higher
the circuit losses are, the worse the
signal /noise ratio becomes.

cuit (to them) has a noise figure of
50 dB, this means 50 dB above the
reference. To us, this is 40 dB down
from program reference of zero dB,
or, if we are sending at +8, the noise
level is down -48 dB.
STEREO

When stereo signals will be sent
over a pair of lines, the circuits call
for more critical consideration. For
example, a musical program from an
auditorium may be sent back to a
recording studio and later receive air
play on an f.m. station with its matrix
arrangement, or anywhere that the program may he summed for mono use.

NOISE

Telco measures noise differently
than we do. They use a noise reference value and figure above this reference, which is set at 90 dB below
1 mW (600 ohm circuit). If the dr-

All 1/3 Octave Levels Are Not Recreated Equal!!!
That is why professionals equalize

recording studios, auditoria and

special masking installations. But the
job of equalization must not be left to
your ears alone for they are neither
calibrated nor qualified for sensing

frequency -amplitude unbalance.

!i!

1616

Third Octave
Filter

2306

Portable
Graphic Level
Recorder

2209

Precision
Sound Level Meter

Therefore, precision acoustic instrumentation must be used.
Equalizing procedures require portable instruments which can be powered internally. In addition, the
equipment must be ruggedly constructed to withstand the abuse of
field environments. Who has the
equipment with a proven track record
in the portability field? B & K has and
we're waiting to prove it to you with
our 2209 Precision Sound Level
Meter, 1616 Third Octave Filter Set,
and 2306 Level Recorder for hard
copy proof of equalizing. Call or write
today for complete details, at 5111
West 164th Street, Cleveland, OH
44142 (216) 267 -4800.

Inc.
B&K instruments,
Vncl.un
Boo,
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broadcast sound (cont.)

Sabor presents
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BEFORE EQUALIZATION

M K -668C

IO

wow and flutter meter

20
AFTER EQUALIZATION

30
40

5/N RATIO
NOISE
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IKHZ

100Hz

The MEGURO MK -668C. capable of
measuring DIN. [EC & ANSI at 3 15 kHz
and JIS. NAB & CCIR al 3 0 kHz. is truly
a worldwide universally applicable Wow
& Flutter Meter It features selectable cal
ibration to permit reading of peak average or effective values of W/F. and tape
speed error is indicated on the built -in
-

digital frequency meter
W/F range 0 003% to 10%
at inputs above 30mVrms
and 0 01'% to 10% with inputs
from 0 5mV to 3omVrms.
Price is 5975
12597 Crenshaw Blvd
irle. CA 90.m,,
1.1

8689

Sabor corporation
Circle 32 on Reader Service Card

5 KHz

10KHz

Figure 5. When there is too much equalization, the
s/n ratio will suffer.

The two circuits must be identical in
amplitude response and phase, or separation will be lost between channels.
So, equalize very carefully and make
each curve identical. But this won't
be easy. Phase is basically line length
and there isn't much you can do about
that, so consider using one of the
electronic phase adjusters, such as the
Garron phase enhancer.
SUMMARY
Audio units connected together
must be matched or they will not per-

form properly, and this is so whether
they are next to each other or across
town from each other. The long telephone line does have distributed capacity and resistance that will make
the matching more difficult, or impossible, so its effect must be reduced by
equalization. But equalization introduces losses and should not be overdone, since these losses will cause the
signal /noise ratio to suffer. If stereo
is to be fed over a pair of circuits,
match them up very carefully and
identically.

PARAMETRIC PRICE -PERFORMANCE 6ezkt4ìwa$

$599
SUGGESTED
LIST PRICE

true narrow -band (.05 oct.) through broadband (3.3 oct.) equalization
50:1 frequency range, each band
± 15 dB eq. range, precise center "flat"
position
separate IN -OUT switch for each band
ultra clean & quiet ( -87 dBV noise,
.05%
THD)

internal power supply

ASHLY AUDIO INC.
1099 JAY ST.

At Ashly, were definitely into Parametric
Eq. We've used it extensively in our big SE
series consoles for years. The SC -66 represents the culmination of these years of
design, listening, and field testing. You can
now have infinite control of all equalization
characteristics at your fingertips with

accuracy and resolution previously considered impossible. Check out an SC -66
at your pro -audio dealer.
Dealer inquiries invited

ROCHESTER. N.Y. 14611
(716) 328-9560

N
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Master from Transco Products Corporation

Master from Audiodiscsioby Capitolo

Your eyes are now a cutting stylus.
And with Audiodiscs' they've just cut a perfect master.
The Audiodiscs ®master disc by Capitol is
magnified 200 times as is the master from
Transco Products Corporation. As this close -up
reveals, there is a remarkable difference
between the two. Even more exciting is the fact
that these differences didn't exist 6 months ago.
What caused this remarkable superiority?
Since early 1975 Audiodiscs by Capitol have
been manufactured in the newest and most
advanced disc plant in the world. All aspects
connected with the manufacturing process,
including cleanliness, have been optimized to

041

IM

produce a superior master disc. With
absolutely no compromise. This is apparent in
the coating process where the exacting
application of lacquer ensures a smoother disc.
At this point, look at the pictures again...
they speak louder than words.
For a free sample and brochure, write on
your company letterhead, or call Harry
Preston at (213) 462 -6252.
AUDIODISCS' A PROFESSIONAL PRODUCT
MANUFACTURED BY THE SAME PEOPLE THAT MAKE
AUDIOTAPE; AUDIOFILM" AUDIOPAK' BROADCAST
CARTRIDGES, AND THE LEARNING TAPE' BY CAPITOL.

scs.
BY

CAPITOL MAONSTIC IAOOIICTS A

ENVISR)N CIF

CAR10L

RECORDS. INC

CAPITOL

1150 NORTH VINE STREET LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA
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EIGHT -CHANNEL REEL /REEL

The new standard in Professional
Sound offers you everything:

cmos integrated circuits. is battery -

operated.
Mfr: Sennheiser Electronic Corp.
Price: $78.
Circle 52 on Reader Service Card

Spectrum- Master Equalization
Most complete line available: f/3Octave Equalizer /Test Set: two additional 1/3 and 1- Octave Equalizers; a
unique Tunable Notch Filter; a ver-

An eight- channel version of this

satile Equalization Test Set.

Spectrum- Master In -Wall Amplifiers
There is nothing to equal these professional units, each with built -in
1- Octave Equalizer and exclusive
Dynamic Range Extender. Available
in 35 -watt, 60 -watt, 100 -watt outputs.
Spectrum Master Amplifiers
Imcomparable DX and TAX Solid state amplifiers, designed for optimum continuous -duty performance.
Available in a broad selection from
70 to 250 watts RMS to meet any
professional audio requirement.
6000
Series

Equalizers
Am, TAX

manufacturer's MX -5050, MX- 5050 -8
features half -inch tape, 15 and 71/2
in. /sec. tape speeds, and a variable
speed (± 10 per cent) d.c. capstan
servo as standard. The unit offers
front panel edit and cue, motion
sensing, synchronous reproduce, XLR
connectors, variable or fixed outputs

(at +4 or -10 dBm. switch selectable), front adjustable bias and equalization, and a built -in test and cue

oscillator.
Mfr: Otani Corp.
Price: $3.995.
Circle 50 on Reader Service Card
PORTABLE GRAPHIC EQUALIZER

Amplifiers
4700

}.-

white noise sound source. It is claimed
that the sound spectrum is totally independent of ambient temperature,
operating voltage, and the aging of
components. The unit, employing

Series

KEYBOARD MIXER

Designed especially for mixing keyboard instruments. Keyboard 100K
provides completely independent volume, bass, and treble controls for up
to six different keyboard instruments.
Each channel has two input jacks, one
for high level instruments and the
other for low level instruments. Distortion is claimed at 0.08 per cent
and high output level capability up
to

volts

10

rms.

Mfr: Tapeo
Price: $189.
Circle 53 on Reader Service Card
GRAPHIC EQUALIZER

4907R
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4400

Series

Spectrum- Master Mixer -Amplifiers
Superior 4400 Series with less than
1.5% THD and program equalization
provisions. Flexible, advanced design; professional in every sense-for
the most demanding applications.

This battery- operated Six Band
Graphic Equalizer is designed for
portable use with instruments. The
six frequency bands fit the total response of bass, electric guitar. or keyboards. Each band can he selectively
boosted or cut by as much as 18 dB.
The dynamic range exceeds 100 dB.
Mfr: MXR Innovations. Inc.
Price: $79.95.
Circle 51 on Reader Service Card
WHITE NOISE GENERATOR

Spectrum- Master Input Equipment
Have optimum mixing performance
with maximum flexibility in the 4900
Series. Ideal for broadcast and recording use, theatres, auditoriums,
and churches. Distinguished for ultra low distortion and wide -range.

Sound and Communications

WRITE FOR TECHNICAL BULLETINS

(N1

Circle 36 on Reader Service Card

.

Five band model 101B preampli-

fier/equalizer features oil- damped slide
controls and hybrid gyrator /coil design which can be pushbutton patched
into line or tape outputs or bypassed
for e.q. in /out comparisons. The device has dual taping facilities with

amps simultaneously.

RAULAND -BORG CORPORATION
3535 W. Addison St., Dept. N., Chicago, III. 60618

.

a

twin monitor circuitry, low impedance
buffered outputs, bi- directional bypass
copying and simultaneous recording
from any selected course. High volt age.ihigh current driver i.c.s on all
outputs are direct -coupled, capable of
driving a dozen recorders or power

quality's other name in

N

a.aa.

is

A digitally generated noise signal
radiated by MZL 400 acoustical

Mfr: Spectro Acoustics Inc.
Circle 54 on Reader Service Card
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JOHN WORAM'S
The Recording
Studio Handbook
NEW BOOK FOR RECORDING ENGI \EERS,TECHNICIANS AND AUDIOPHILES

\ow off oress c nc availc ole atc soccicl introductory orice.

The technique of creative sound recording has never been
more complex than it is today. The proliferation of new
devices and techniques require the recording engineer to
operate on a level of creativity somewhere between a
technical superman and a virtuoso knob -twirler. This is a
difficult and challenging road. But John Woram's new book
will chart the way.

The regular price of The Recording Studio Handbook is $35.
For a limited time only -until November 31, 1976, we are
offering this book at a special introductory price of $27.50.
To place your order, use the coupon below.

The Recording Studio Handbook is an indispensable guide.
It is the audio industry's first complete handbook that deals
with every important aspect of recording technology.
Here are the eighteen chapters:

The Decibel
Sound

Microphone Design
Microphone Technique
Loudspeakers
Echo and Reverberation
Equalizers
Compressors, Limiters and Expanders
Flanging and Phasing
Tape and Tape Recorder Fundamentals
Magnetic Recording Tape
The Tape Recorder
Tape Recorder Alignment
Noise and Noise Reduction Principles
Studio Noise Reduction Systems
The Modern Recording Studio Console
The Recording Session
The Mixdown Session

addition, there is a 36 -page glossary,
five other valuable appendices.
In

a

r
SAGAMORE PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC.
1120 Old Country Road, Plainview, N.Y. 11803
Yes! Please send
at $27.50 each.

_

copies of The Recording Studio Handbook

bibliography and
Name

John Woram is the former Eastern vice president of the
Audio Engineering Society, and was a recording engineer at
RCA and Chief Engineer at Vanguard Recording Society. He
is now president of Woram Audio Associates.

This hard cover text has been selected by several universities
for their audio training programs. With over 500 pages and
hundreds of illustrations, photographs and drawings, it is an
absolutely indispensable tool for anyone interested in the
current state of the recording art.

Address

City /State /Zip
Total Amount
N.Y.S. Residents add 7% sales tax
Enclosed is check for $

Outside U.S.A. add $2.00 for postage

www.americanradiohistory.com
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DIGITAL STOP CLOCK

/

'
"TOTAL- SYSTEM"

EQUALIZATION AIDS

HAS A COMPLETE

LINE

V/ / //r

FULL

CAPABILITY

-SPECTRUM 18dB
LEVEL CONTROLS; LED's
for ZERO -GAIN and OVERLOAD

TO SOLVE YOUR
MODULAR CONSOLE

AND COMPONENT NEEDS

MONITORING; 1dB MARKINGS
MIC ,TAPE

VCA'S

PHONO
PREAMPS

aOCRIALIND

81

LINE,
MIXING &

ÿ

BOOSTER AMPS

Jumbo I.e.d. readout figures on
DSC -1 digital stop clock can be read
25 feet away. Elapsed -time displays
include hours, minutes, seconds, and
tenths of seconds, with a maximum
count of 9 hours, 59 minutes, 59.9
seconds. The clock may be controlled
through pushbuttons or remotely via
switches. It is possible to start and
stop the count any number of times
without resetting the digits to zero,
in order to accumulate the total time

,

15 WATT POWER AMP

AUDIO DISTRIBUTION AMP
PARAMETRIC
EQUALIZER
GRAPHIC & SHELVING
EQUALIZERS
COMPRESSOR -

LIMITERS

CONDUCTIVE PLASTIC
STUDIO FADERS
PRECISION OSCILLATOR
CONSOLE CONTROL MODULES
FOR MULTI -TRACK RECORDING-

BROADCAST
CCNSOLE
INPUT
MODULES

-.

^I

-

1

-

=
-a

-4-

_-

-

- m

ADJUST LITES FOR

-

20

EQUAL INTENSITY

moo

n

EMI

SPECTRUM /BALANCED OCTAVE EQUALIZER
NRAPHIC MODELTO 2208 -11OO

OanEFASnONL

MN-

OCTAVE PINK NOISE
INSTRUCTIONAL TEST
RECORD for OCTAVE -WIDE
ENVIRONMENTAL SET -UP
1/3

of separate events.
Mfr: Caringella Electronics Inc.
Price: (Kit) $79.95; (Assembled)
$99.95.
Circle 55 on Reader Service Card
MULTIPLE SIGNAL CONSOLE
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Frames

NEW

... A complete

AUDIO OP -AMPS

line of
TRANSFORMERS

POWER SUPPLIES
ACCESSORIES
AND 80 WATT MONITOR AMPLIFIERS

I1HP A single source to solve all
your Modular component needs

....

.... or to meet

your most
exacting console requirements.
(Most components available from stock)
FOR COMPLETE CATALOG CALL OR

WRITE RICK BELMONT ... TODAY
Manufactures of
Consoles
Console /System Components
'
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Standard
Console

PLUS
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AUDIO PRODUCTS
UNIT OF MODULAR DEVICES. INC.

A.rporl Inlernallonal Plaza
Scnem,a. New York 11716 516.5674620

1385 Lakeland Ave

.

N

Inputs for 32 microphone, 32 line,
32 tape, seven line level direct to
control room monitor, and four echo
returns are supplied on model 103232 console. There are 32 direct outputs, four echo send, four quad, two
stereo, one mono, four control room
monitors, two studio and cues A B
and C outputs. A 15 frequency graphic
equalizer is included on all 32 inputs
and also on echo return. 32 vu meters
monitor control room, quad, echo,
stereo, mono and cue C. There are
straight line attenuators for all inputs
and mono, plus two four -gang for
sub -mix and one for quad, and a two gang attenuator for stereo. A gen
erator is provided for level setting
and calibration. Talkhack is possible
on most functions. Tape remote controls are provided for five tape recorders /reproducers and a 480 point
bay field for 96 tapes, four echo return inputs, 16 spares, 66 blanks for
potential
added applications,
and
four signal generator outputs.
Mfr: Spectra Sonics
Price: $56,576.
Circle 56 on Reader Service Card
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FOR THE STUDIO
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600 -OHM BALANCED IN /OUT

FOR THE ROAD

SG- 2205 -600 less case

- $399.50

GUARANTEED SPECIFICATIONS
FREQUENCY RESPONSE:
at zero setting.

--0.25

dB 20 to

20.480

Hz

THD: Less than .05% at 1 volt.
SIGNAL -TO- NOISE: Better than 90 dB.
INDIVIDUAL OCTAVE- CONTROL RANGE: Minimum
-12 dB (Typ. -14 dB). each octave centered at 30,
60. 120, 240, 480, 960, 1920, 3840, 7680. and

15,360 Hz.
CIRCLE SERVICE CARD

,r

OR WRITE TO:

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN
1721 NEWPORT CIRCLE. SANTA ANA, CA 92705

Circle 38 on Reader Service Card
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Walking tall
with the Neve
1081 Equalizer
This is not a rack equalizer. This is what Neve provides
on every input channel on its 8038. 8048 and custom
consoles. 40 frequencies, 18dB cut or boost in 4 bands,
high or low Q, peaking or shelving, high and low pass
filters with 18dB /octave cut -off slopes.
Now you understand why more and more producers and
there's no comparison.
engineers demand the 1081

-

The studios below are currently enjoying the 1081:

-

RCA Recording Studios
New York /Nashville /Los Angeles

Sounds Interchange

Toronto

Benson Sound Studio
Oklahoma City
Little Mountain Sound

Vancouver
Track Recorders
Maryland

-

Silver Spring.

MODEL 8038
24. 28. or 32 Input Channels
24 Track Metering and Monitoring
4 Reverberation Sends
8
4

Reverberation Returns
Cue Sends

--

Sound Quebec
Montreal
Feliciano Studios
Orange,
California
Applewood Studios -- Denver
Woodland Sound Studios
Nashville
Chicago
Universal Recording
Honolulu
Sounds of Hawaii
4 Star Studios
Nashville

-

-

-

MODEL 8048
32 Input Channels
24 or 32 Track Metering and
4

8
4

Monitoring
Reverberation Sends
Reverberation Returns
Cue Sends

These two consoles have evolved from years of custom
engineering of large desks for leading studios around the
world. Now you can take advantage of Neve craftsmanship, quality construction and reputation for unequalled
reliability and service, at a price you can afford. Should
the 8038/8048 not suit your requirement, we have other
mixing consoles starting at $8,000 covering virtually any
application in professional sound. Move into the Neve
world of excellence. It's in your future.

N Neve

R..oer `Ne.e 1ncorporated. Berkshire Industrial Park. Bethel, Connecticut 06801
Tel (203) 744 -6230. Telex 969638
Rupert Neve Incorporated. Suite 609, 6255 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood. California 90028
Tel (213) 465 -4822
Rupert Neve of Canada. Ltd.. 2717 Rena Road. Malton. Ontario L4T 3K1. Canada
Tel. (416) 677 -6611
Rupert Neve & Company Ltd.. Cambridge House. Melbourn. Royston. Hertfordshire.
SG8 6AU England. Tel (0763) 60776
Rupert Neve GmbH. 6100 Darmstadt Bismarckstrasse 114 West Germany. Tel. (06151) 81764
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Dub faster

Garner Model 1056 updates
your dubbing operation. Five
1200' professional copies in
four minutes. Threads fast. Rewinds in 60 seconds. Single
capstan drive and solid state
electronics guarantee unvarying high quality. Priced low
enough for quick payout. Write
for brochure and names of
users.

1_;:20F4,1H

,Nrx;..-:ii+it+

GARNER INDUSTRIES
4200 North 48th St.
Lincoln, NE 68504
Phone 402 -464-5911

Circle 35 on Reader Service Card

services (cont.)

16 -TRACK REMIX CONSOLE

Dub easier

ar

&

Complete stereo and remix monitoring with no patching necessary for
up to 16 -track recording are available
on Series II consoles. The units have
up to 24 inputs and 4 or 8 mixing
buses. Two stereo effects returns are
provided for. Other features include
four auxiliary sends with pre-post fade
selectivity, input overload detector.
two fixed frequency shelving equalizers, two overlapping sweepable frequency peaking equalizers, variable
hi -pass filtering, patch points, post
fade direct outputs, and Waters
105mm. conductive plastic faders.
Options include a sound reinforcement output section, carbon -element
faders, and an ATA flight case.

Mfr:

System & Technology in Music,
Inc.
Price: From $4,830.
Circle 57 on Reader Service Card

MODULAR RECORD -PLAYBACK/
PLAYBACK EQUIPMENT

Century II tape cartridge equipment offers a modular system of
mono and stereo same -size record playback and playback units in single, dual, and triple table top mounts
and triple rack mount. Features include both secondary and tertiary cue
tones, primary cue tone defeat, audio
mute on playback, logging signal inand out -put, and built -in splice finder.
A high speed option is available. The
unit uses peak reading record level
meters with led overload indicators
and digital tone detect. The dual unit,
either twin playbacks or a record/
playback and playback unit, measures

119'ax51/4 x

15 ins.
Sparta Div. (Cetec)
Circle 58 on Reader Service Card

Mir:

Complete Audio Distortion and
Frequency Response

...Automatically

RADIOMETER
COPENHAGEN

/1
90

Comprehensive distortion and frequency response measurements are
easily performed with the BKF10 Automatic Distortion Analyzer.
This unique instrument combines a distortion meter, a low distortion
audio sweep oscillator (<0.01% t.h.d.) and an input /output ratio
meter. Operation is totally automatic ... No balancing, nulling or level
setting is required. Addition of a recorder provides complete distortion
and frequency response curves. Send for complete information.

IITHE LONDON COMPANY /

811 SHARON DRIVE

/ CLEVELAND, OHIO 44145 / (216) 871 -8900
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The economics of successful
station operation demand completely
reliable automated program sources.
And where reliability counts, more
and more manufacturers of automated
programming equipment have come
to rely on Revox. Such prestigious
names as the Schafer Electronics
Corp., CCA, Gates Division of Harris Intertype Corp., Sparta Electronics
Corp., International Good Music (IGM)
and S.M.C. Systems Marketing Inc.
(Sonomag), all employ Revox tape
recorders as an integral part of their
installations.
If your application depends on
ultra -reliable, high performance tape
equipment, shouldn't you be using
Revox too?
More proof that Revox delivers
what all the rest only promise.

00
e

Y

IS

.

REVOX CORPORATION IN USA: 155 Michael Drive, Syosset, N.Y. 11791 (516) 364.1900; West Coast Office (213) 846 -0500
For other countries: Revox International, Regenstlorf 8105 ZH, Althardstrasse 146, Switzerland

COME MEET US AT BOOTH NO. 244 AT THE N.R.B.A. EXPOSITION!
Circle 40 on Reader Service Card
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The clubhouse /grandstand of Chicago's Hawthorne Race Course.

HERBERT JAFFE

Above the Roar
Of the Crowd
Sound-level sensing controls automatically
raise the level of racetrack public address above
finish -line hysteria.

pOST-TIME: the last- minute

ripple of urgency at the
betting window is cut short by the bell and the
announcer's call "and
they're off!" In the
suddenly hushed stands, a rumble of tension builds
to a roar as the horses thunder around the track. Quarter pole- half-mile pole-three -quarters. As they come into
the stretch, excitement peaks in a 110 dB explosion of
sound -loud enough to drown out the crucial 30- second
finish and announcement of winners.
Unfortunately, when the sound is lost, money is lost.
Without audible sound, people can't hear the names of
horses being scratched, which alternates are running, or
when the race is starting. Without sound, bets aren't
placed in time. Without intelligible sound for an accu.

Ñ

.

.

Herbert la/je is director of marketing at Atlas Sound,
Parsippany, N.J.

rate race call, to quote one veteran racetracker, "It's just
a bunch of horses running."
That no longer happens at Hawthorne Race Course,
the 84- year -old track in the suburbs of Chicago. A thoroughbred and harness racing establishment that pioneered with the first public address system in both grandstand and clubhouse, Hawthorne has made history again
with the newest state -of-the -art system that combines
sound -level sensing controls and professionally selected
loudspeakers to overcome the variations of radically different acoustical and environmental extremes throughout
its eleven public areas.
Initiated to refurbish the original, frequently -patched
20 -year old system, the new installation was designed by
Peter C. Mitchell, production engineer of Audiotech
(then known as A/V Technical Services) the Chicago based sound specialist firm. The sound reinforcement
system for racing is a 2200 watt binaural, ten group/

www.americanradiohistory.com

Paired with color c.c.t.v. monitors in a complementary
playback /daytime paging system, environmental
speakers keep announcements audible over the noise
of the crowd.

20 zone complex -two loudspeaker zones to a group. In
addition to new electronics for existing loudspeakers and
sound columns, it teams a unique audio -level sensor, 250
per cent more amplification power, and over 100 new
environment -resistant loudspeakers to provide total cov-

erage with automatically modulated volume (up and
down in proportion to ambient crowd noise or levels of
excitement) and keeps the race call as clean, clear, and
intelligible during the two minutes of the contests as
when bets are being placed.
OPERATIONAL FLEXIBILITY

The refurbishment program, started in 1974, was designed primarily to provide audibility for crowds ranging from the typical 25,000 Saturday attendance, to a
high of 37,000 patrons. Emphasizing operational flexibility and quality of reproduction to achieve its total audibility goal, the new sound reinforcement system was
developed after extensive research and evaluation of
equipment, as well as restoration of all usable components of the old system.
To meet the flexibility /quality criteria, Mitchell blanketed the grandstand's outside seating and skirt areas with
twenty -four Atlas Sound RC -6 re-entrant projector
horns, equipped with PD -30T 30 -watt compression drivers, mounting them on 60 -ft. centers parallel to the
downward seating slope on the beams of the super- structure area some 50 feet high. Since the grandstand area
is outdoors, yet 50 per cent confined within a roof and
back wall, the 360 degree dispersion of this radial reflex type horn assured heavier direct penetration of distance
and noise without being "overdone," says Mitchell.
Each weather-sealed all -metal loudspeaker has a 25inch diameter bell, is 133/4 inches long, and provides a
low -end cut -off of 140 Hz. Shure Brothers M -63 Audiomaster sound shapers were provided with each RC -6
loudspeaker zone to eliminate the "boomy" frequencies
which can result from resonance -coupling of symmetrically- installed speakers.
In addition to the new RC -6 speakers, twenty existing
Executone re-entrant speakers were equipped with new
transformers and relocated to provide additional coverage of the binaural group in the grandstand and clubhouse skirt area.
Another component of the major binaural system was

One of 35 closed circuit t.v. units, with an
environmental speaker above it.

Mounted (arrow) on structural beams of the grandstand
superstructure, speakers provide dispersion and audio
penetration in the outdoor grandstand area.

Atlas Sound's APC -30T wide angle re- entrant speakers
used to provide the medium penetration and horizontal
dispersion required in heavily peopled carpeted areas
throughout the building interior. Installed on ceilings and
support beams, the wide -angle 30 -watt speakers had an
additional advantage for Mitchell: a 3 -way omni -pur-
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Located in the main control room, the tan- cooled
control console incorporates an automatic lighted relay
speaker network crossover (bottom right) for
emergency transfer of speakers without dispersion
loss in case of amplifier failure.

Double re- entrant projector speakers are mounted on
support beams and ceilings with a three -way
adjustable bracket.

pose mounting bracket. "You can mount one on a 22 degree angle and still aim the loudspeaker to project specifically where you want," he says.
All binaural- system speakers are linked to a Robins Fairchild Ambicon 653 -SP noise compensating control
unit that instantly adjusts gain to accommodate differentials in needed sound. Sound levels are automatically set to correspond to the degree of crowd enthusiasm
picked up by a strategically located noise -sensor microphone, resulting in what Mitchell calls a "Lincoln" system-"for the people, and governed by them!"

Perfect Timing

console mount
clocks and timers
ESE clocks and timers are now available in compact
3.7" x 3.6 ") console mount enclosures with bright easy
to read .33" red LED's. Provided with rear solder pins for
connection to your own switching or the optional remote

Reliable

(2"

x

connector, 6' cable and pushbutton set. Other options include:
BCD Output; Crystal Timebase; 220V- AC -50Hz; and Kit Form.
In addition the ES -370 is available with Stop and /or Relay
Contact Closure at Zero.
ES-172

12 Hour Clock

ES-174 24
ES-370
ES -570
ES-572
ES-574

Hour Clock
100 Min. Up /Down Timer
60 Minute Timer
12 Hour Clock Timer
24 Hour Clock 'Timer

$125.
$125.
$180.
$125.
$150.
$150.

Write, Wire or Call: (213) 674-3021

o
co

5051/2 CENTINELA AVENUE

INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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FAIL-SAFE

The sound reinforcement system components are located within a fan -cooled console in the main control
room, where a racetrack operator- technician has complete audible /visual monitoring and overview at all times.
In the event of amplifier failure, the console provides an
automatic relay network with illuminated display for
emergency transfer of speaker output without transmission loss. A television playback /daytime paging facility
150 watts, binaural, two zone sound system operating in
conjunction with Hawthorne's thirty -five color closed circuit t.v. units complements the main system.
The playback system performs two functions -audio
accompaniment for the instant video replays of the races
and paging during non -race periods. In addition to thirty five speaker /c.c.t.v. combinations in the Gold Cup, Terrace Room and Turf Room areas, miscellaneous Atlas
Sound APC -30T, area-speakers of this auxiliary system
also supply daytime paging in fourteen behind-the -scenes
locations.
System inputs include the announcer's finish and standby microphones, f.m. tuner, eight -track tape deck, cassette deck and turntable. A Shure Brothers SE -30 gated
compressor microphone line mixer is used for paging and
c.c.t.v. audio of the auxiliary system and a six -channel
Precision Electronics G7 microphone /line preamp provides mixdown and control of all input functions of the
sound reinforcement system.
The announcer has a multi -function selector switch to
combine input of both systems or to choose main public
address or television playback independently, enabling him
to conclude the announced race with a trailer message
transmitted only through the television network and select area -speakers of the auxiliary system.
Much as he appreciates the flexibility of the audio facilities, Hawthorne announcer Phil Georgeffe, who provides the oral commentary at six tracks in the midwest,
is even more impressed with the excellent quality of
sound reproduction. "It takes a sharp, incisive sound for
the clarity you need in a race call," he comments.
Mr. Georgeffe looks forward to similarly optimum
sound during future announcing assignments at other
nearby tracks. Triggered by the satisfaction of customers and Hawthorne management alike, Mitchell and
Audiotech are installing two more automatically adjusting environment- overcoming sound systems, one at Arlington Park and the other at Sportsman's Park.

-

WALTER G. JUNG

The Signal Path: Part III
Digital /Analog
Leveling Control
Control precision can be adapted to audio level control,
the basic function which feeds most other controls.
*

*

LSB

MSB

**

VOLTAGE
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REFERENCE

RESISTOR
NETWORK

ANALOG
OUTPUT
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1

1
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00000001
00000000
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Analog Output

LSB

0

255 /256 V ref.
127 /256 V ref.
63/256 V ref.
1

two installments of this series we
have discussed audio signal sources of two distinctly
different types-the function generator and the
sinusoidal oscillator. Now we will examine modern
means to control audio signals in amplitude, by both digital and analog means, and using a combination of both.
When you get right down to it, the control of audio
signal levels is one of the most basic control functions.
Many other control functions depend directly or indirectly
on the control of an audio signal level. Fader position is
an obvious one; panning is merely the case of a specially
controlled complementary fader. Equalization, once you
get beyond the filters that define the spectrum shape which
is under control, is also a level control function. Even
the filters themselves can be moved about in frequency via
gain control, as can the filter shape. Compression, expansion, and limiting are also specialized cases of level control. And, the various noise reduction systems in current
use depend heavily on gain control elements.
Audio instrumentation also uses gain control techniques
to establish generator levels, filter and oscillator frequencies, and so on. Home audio equipment already uses quad
and Dolby i.c. chips which incorporate gain controllers,
and more general uses will develop in the future. It is obvious the systematic and predictable control of level in the
signal path is a most important requirement, and certainly
one which bears close study.
Currently, in studio equipment, automation is a well
known term; the computer is now and will further be
making its presence felt, on both small and large scales.
With this installment we'll begin to look into digital techniques of contolling gain; in later ones we'll look at analog means also. Then, some system applications which
exploit the advantages of both will be examined, and we'll
show how these techniques can perform other control
functions as well.
(continued)
TN THE PREVIOUS

/256Vref.
0

Block diagram, basic d/a converter.

This is the third in a series of Signal Path articles written
for db by Walter Jung, a freelance technical writer.
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THE D/A CONVERTER
Let's lead off with the digital /analog converter -perhaps
the most basic interface element between the digital world
of the computer and the analog world where our audio
signals naturally occur.
FIGURE 1 is an illustration in block form of a d/a converter. There are four basic elements of this machine: a
voltage reference (typically 6 to 10V), a set of switches
which connect the legs of a resistor network to either the
reference source or to ground, the resistor network which
scales the currents in binary fashion (1/2, 1/4, 1/B etc.) and
a buffer amplifier. In the switching section, there is one
switch for each bit of the converter. A digital I applied
to a single bit will turn on that switch and cause a current
to flow in the appropriate leg of the resistor network
digital 0 turns it off. For an N bit converter, there will
exist 2N -1 discrete output voltage steps. Full scale output

-a

occurs when all bits are / (on), and

The LSB, which
verter, is equal to

N

co

is

equal to

2N

-1.
2N

equal to the resolution of the con-

is
21

N

Digital /analog devices come in various grades, or number of bits, for differing accuracy and resolution requirements. For example 6 -, 8 -, 10- and 12 -bit converters are
currently available in i.c. form; an 8 -bit converter would,
for instance, provide 28 -1 = 255 output voltage steps,
such as the example in the block diagram.
To put things into a more practical perspective, suppose the converter example shown were to use a 10 volt
reference voltage. Then its full scale voltage output would
be 255/256 times 10, or 9.961 (rounded off to nearest
mV). The least significant bit in terms of voltage output,
would be 39mV (1/256 X 10).
A d/a converter such as we have just described operates
from a fixed reference voltage, i.e., the 10V just described.
However this is not always true; d/a converters can also
operate from variable reference voltages. Some types will
operate from some small positive voltage up to 10V, as
one example. This type is termed a rultiplying converter.
Examples of it in i.c. form would be the 1406 and 1408
by Motorola, and the 559 by Analog Devices.
An even more valuable type to us as audio engineers
is a two -quadrant multiplying converter, which has the

7520
TYPE
DAC

(B)

DIGITALLY CONTROLLED
ATTENUATOR POTENTIOMETER

Figure 3. Operation of a multiplying DAC is analogous
to a potentiometer. (A) Potentiometer. (B) Digitally
controlled attenuator.

capability to accept reference inputs of either polarity, or
a.c. With good linearity via the reference input, this device may be used directly to attenuate or scale audio signals by making the audio signal the reference. The output
is then simply the audio signal, multiplied by the digital
input. Some units which are capable of this type of operation are the 7520, 7521, 7522 and 7530 by Analog Devices, and the 331 -8 and 331 -10 by Hybrid Systems. Of
these, the 7520, the 7530, the 331 -8, and the 331 -10 are
all pin -compatible and functionally similar. It is this type
of converter which will be discussed primarily in the
applications which follow, since it is inherently applicable
to audio use.

AN R -2R LADDER D/A CONVERTER
A functional diagram of the 7520 type of converter is
shown in FIGURE 2. This is an R -2R ladder resistor network structure, with the bit switches connecting the 20k
ladder termination resistors to either of two output busses.
The 1 -out -2 bus is normally grounded, so a switch connection to this bus is an off condition. The 1 -out -1 bus is
the active output, which connects to the summing point
of an external op amp. Note that for simplicity only four
switches and ladder sections are shown; in actuality, the
7520 and 7530 have 10 bits of resolution (10 switches)
while the 7521 has 12. The switches used in this family
of devices are of cmos construction; this feature provides
low distortion operation with a.c. ladder inputs (more on
this in a moment).
Even further insight into the operation of this type of
d/a converter may be had from FIGURE 3. Here 3(A)
shows a simple pot controlling an audio signal, while 3(B)
shows a 7520 type d/a controlling a similar signal. Rotation of the pot shaft causes its output to increase (or

decrease). Similarly, increasing the digital word input to
Al will increase the output signal, just as was true in the
case of the pot. Conversely, decreasing the digital word
input will lower the output, analogous to moving the arm
of the pot towards ground. A point of difference which
should not be overlooked, however, is the fact that the
output from the digitally controlled attenuator is from
an op amp, and is therefore available at a low impedance
and not subject to loading ills, as is the pot. The 7520, as
is, does not contain an op amp; it is added externally.
A DIGITALLY CONTROLLED ATTENUATOR
FIGURE 4 is a "for real" circuit showing all the details
of how a 7530 (or another of the 7520 family) converter

can be used to build a high performance digitally controlled attenuator. This circuit is the practical realization
of the block diagram sketch of 3(B).
Here the audio signal to be attenuated is fed into the
7530's ladder at the V,,,t terminal, pin 15. As discussed
above, the state of the 10 internal cmos switches determines how much of the signal appears at the 1 -out -1 line,
pin 1. The ladder input impedance is nominally 10k, so
this circuit does not load a 600 ohm source excessively.
Further, the impedance on the line is constant, regardless
of the switching state of the d /a, so it cannot reflect back
any level changes to the source.
A2 is the op amp used to buffer the d/a output and
converts its scaled audio output current into a usable
audio voltage. This is accomplished in conjunction with
the internal feedback resistor between pins 16 and 1, with
pin 16 being the d/a output. I.n this circuit, A2 is a 301A,
an op amp which achieves a 30 mHz bandwidth at audio
frequencies, and a 10 V /µsec. slew rate. These factors

enable the distortion performance to be superior.
Performance -wise, the circuit is somewhat difficult to
assess. Thd could only be measured at an input level of 7V
rms (full scale), where it was 0.004 per cent or less below
10 kHz, rising to 0.008 per cent at 20 kHz. At lower levels, the distortion drops into the noise level, which measures about 90 dB below 3V rms out. Intermodulation
measurements are similar; at 7V rms equivalent output,
i.m. measures 0.008 per cent, and quickly drops down to
the residual (0.003 per cent) at lower levels. Neither form
of distortion is directly affected by the state of the attenuation set into the d /a. With all bits off, the feedthrough
(leakage) in the audio spectrum is quite good; -90 dB
at frequencies below 1 kHz, rising to about -70 dB at
10 kHz, The circuit has a max. nominal gain of unity, with
10 bits of control. It can drive loads of 2k or more, and
handle signals up to 7V rms (+17 dBV).
SOME GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
Scrutiny of the behaviour of this digital attenuator reveals some general characteristics which must be considered to apply digital techniques to audio most effectively.
The code table given with the circuit of FIGURE 4 is,
of course, not complete; it just represents the major codes
and is intended to give a general picture of operation. You
can note that for all Is, we have a nominal unity gain
condition, or zero dB gain. Each time a high order bit
(most significant bit and succeeding lower bits) is turned
off, the output drops a nominal 6 dB, or one -half that previously. This follows down through the scale and is true
for any number of bits (8, 10, 12 or whatever). The attenuation or gain change span is defined by the resolution
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7. Rugged Die cast housing
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Here for

1023, and this yields attenuation of
8 bits would yield 48.13 dB, 12 bits would yield
72.25 dB, and so on. This basic ratio defines the attenuation capability of a given converter, and, as it is easy to
see, has definite limitation for audio use. How this can be
circumvented we'll cover in a moment.
A further limitation (insofar as audio use is concerned)
is the linear nature of the converter's scaling. Binary scaling as shown here is not really what we'd like for audio
use, since we'd really like to change in dB increments per
bit. All converters currently available, regardless of the
number of bits, operate with either a straight natural binary or binary coded decimal scaling (to my knowledge).
To change the operation so that it may be scaled as x dB
2N

LSB

1111111111
0111111111
0011111111
0001111111
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0000001111
0000000111
0000000011
0000000001

-15V

of the converter, and

Figure 4. High performance
digitally controlled attenuator.
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-43.30
-50.66
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per bit requires some additional hardware, and introduces
further application considerations.
CODE CONVERSION
One aproach to this problem is to precede the binary
scaled attenuator with a code converter which translates
dB weighted data into the appropriate binary data, which
then addresses a binary attenuator (such as shown in FIG-

4). This scheme is shown in FIGURE 5.
The code converter is simply a PROM which has been
programmed to deliver the prescribed output binary codes
for specific dB increments. Suppose, for instance, we
wanted 1 dB increments of change from the FIGURE 4 circuit. 1 dB is a ratio of 0.8913. This ratio would then be
used to calculate a truth table, progressing through the
entire dynamic range of the binary d/a actually used. For
a 10 bit unit this would theoretically yield 60 dB of attenuation (true), but unfortunately the resolution will not allow nice even 1 dB increments as the bottom of the scale
is approached. So, fairly large errors develop. Over the upper 30 dB of range, however, resolution is within about
0.25 dB or better. The partial truth table of FIGURE 5
shows the first six steps of the PROM input /output pattern arranged for 1 dB increments of attenuation for each
lsb increase in the PROM address.
One thing which may seem apparent from this scheme
of things is that it is seemingly wasteful of the d/a capability because it only uses 60 of the 1023 possible states.
This is true, if you only look at in that sense. But what
the higher resolution converter does buy is greater range
and resolution. The range gives a larger active span of dB
to work with, the resolution greater dB accuracy over
more of that range.
URE
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code conversion method of dB attenuation

INCREASED DYNAMIC RANGE
AND RESOLUTION
A rather simple expedient to extend both the total
dynamic range of attenuation and the resolution is just

for
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at reasonable cost too.
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But it is not all a bed of roses, either. This new means
of controlling levels can create fresh problems as it solves
longstanding ones. Consider for instance what happens
when you suddenly change a digital attenuator's state at
a signal peak. You get a fat switching transient, because
the digital switch goes in nanoseconds, much faster than
even the highest audio period. One means to circumvent this
problem is to change gain at a relatively slow rate, over a

-in

DIGITAL
CONTROL

CODE TABLE -CASCADED STAGES

LSB
MSB
1111111111
0111111111
0011111111
0001111111
0000111111
0000011111
0000001111
0000000111
0000000011
0000000001

a

50 ms or so period
essence, to make the switch transition soft. This can be accomplished by ramping the digital input with small dB increments per ramp step. The
sound can then be made to approximately a soft fade.
This installment has begun to explore the world of
digitally controlled audio, beginning with the most basic
element-the attenuation element. Future installments will
delve further into the implications of digital control of
audio signals.

CODE

CONVERTER

Digital Input

of achieving

Output
Ratio
(1023/1024)2

(511/1024r
(255/1024)2
(127/1024)2
(63/1024)2
(31/1024)2
(15/1024)2

(7/1024)'
(3/1024)'
(1/1024)'

dB
0

-12.08
-24.15
-36.26
-48.44
-60.76
-73.37
-86.64
-101.33

REFERENCES
1.

2.

Jung, Walter G., "Audio Application Ideas for Cmos Dacs,"
Analogue Dialogue, Vol. 9, No. 4.
Sheingold, Daniel (ed.), Analog Digital Conversion Handbook, Analog Devices, 1974.
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PRODUCT SOURCES
Figure 6. Extension of the dynamic range by cascading
attenuation stages.

7520, 7521, 7522, 7530
Analog Devices
Box 280
Norwood, Mass. 92062

to cascade two attenuators (such as the FIGURE 4 circuit).
This scheme is illustrated in block form in FIGURE 6.
The idea is just the same as any other two attenuators
in series (such as pads for instance); the total attenuation
is simply the sum of the individual dB ratings. Here two
60 dB circuits, cascaded, yield a total attenuation range
of 120 dB. The digital control inputs to the two stages
are just wired in parallel, bit for bit. This yields a new
code table, the major codes of which are shown.

1

Hybrid Systems
87 Second Ave.

Burlington, Mass. 01803

STRAMP

The code table shown is applicable to the two- attenuator inputs, not to the code converter. The code converter
can now be made to generate even more accurate dB
increments, and at the same time smaller ones if desired.
With 1 dB step coding, for instance, you can remain
within less than ) dB to about 60 dB down, and within
0.1 dB or less to 30 dB down or more. With the basic idea
set forth in FIGURE 5, you can make up new coding to
take advantage of this increased capability.

What we have been discussing above has been the
theoretically achievable accuracy, assuming a perfectly
linear converter in both cases. Such is not the case in real
life, of course; device imperfections must be lived with.
In this case, reality does not appreciably dull the argument. Using the loosest grade part from the 7520/7530
types with only 8 bit linearity (-± 0.2 per cent) will degrade the accuracy around 30 dB by only 0.2 dB in the
worst case. At 60 dB the worst case error is around
dB
(this assumes trimming for full scale calibration).

331 -8, 331 -10

THE

MPS-24

featuring 9 -band EQ ±15dB per
channel, LED peakreading meters,
up to 24 -track recording.
Professional portable studio board.
The complete STRAMP line is now available
in the U.S. Write to us:

-STRAMP-

FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS
At this point, one thing which may have occurred to
you is that there is one significant factor which the d/a
converter brings to audio control
precision. Indeed,
this is perhaps the best that the digital world can provide

-its

J. Colantonio,
6908 Lawton St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19128
CD

V

O)

STRAMP

PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION:

PETER STRÜVEN GMBH

D -2000 HAMBURG
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FREDERICK E. MAJEWSKI

The Universal
Tape Synchronizer
An inexpensive tape synchronizer records a 60 Hz
synchronizing signal on one track of the recording tape

as a reference for compatible playback.

is an inexpensive, easy-to- duplicate tape synchronizer, designed to work with inexpensive synchronous
motor stereo and 4 -track tape recorders. It can
also be used with more expensive capstan -controlled
multi -track machines. It was originally designed to synchronize 4 -track stereo playbacks with video tapes for
t.v. -f.m. stereo simulcasts, using a Sony TC- 654 -4.
Due to capstan slippage or tape stretch; a recorded
tape will not necessarily play back at the exact rate at
which it was recorded. By recording a 60 Hz synchronizing signal on one track of the tape and using it as a
reference to control the capstan speed, you can essentially place electronic sprockets on the tape, and compensate for this problem.
The Universal Tape Synchronizer can use the 60 Hz
a.c. line, an external 60 Hz crystal standard, or a color
t.v. 59.94 Hz vertical drive signal as its reference. It can
also process these signals for recording on the tape as a
synchronizing signal. A manual speed control aids in initial synchronization to another device.
The outputs are a 60 Hz square wave or a 60 Hz sine
wave to drive a capstan power amplifier and a d.c. control
voltage that can be set to any offset between +5 and
volts. A companion 50W power amplifier is recommended.
It has sufficient output to drive most inexpensive synchronous capstan motors. If high power is needed, there are
many commercial capstan drivers available.
Unlike some synchronizers, in the absence of a sync
signal, the output switches to the 60 Hz center frequency
or 0 V d.c. control voltage to maintain nominal tape speed.
The Universal Tape Synchronizer can accept any sync sigTHE UNIVERSAL TAPE SYNCHRONIZER
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Frederick E. Majewski is the assistant chief engineer at
WHYY-TV, WUHY-FM in Lansdowne, Pa.
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Figure

1.

Cos /mos phase- locked loop.

nal from 200 mV to 10 Vp -p, square wave, sine wave, or
anything in between. Its input filter will filter out transients
and even separate sync signal from audio on the same

track.
THEORY OF OPERATION

The heart of the synchronizer is the 4046 cos /mos phase
locked loop i.c. -3. (See FIGURE 1) This 16 -pin i.c. contains two phase comparators, a voltage controlled oscillator
(vco) and a source follower. The center frequency of the
vco is set by a single resistor and capacitor pair. (R1 -DI
FIGURE 1) However, unlike most other phase -locked loops,
the range of the vco about the center frequency can also
be set to desired limits by R2. Phase comparator 1 is an
exclusive or gate that requires symmetrical signal and reference inputs. Phase comparator 2 is edged- clocked and
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Figure 2. Block diagram.

MANUAL
SPEED
CONTROL

V-

ERROR OUT

Tape sync and
amp (rear view).

Tape Sync. and capstan power amp (Iront view)

does not require symmetrical inputs. It has the added advantage of not locking to harmonics of the input signal.
However, phase comparator 2 has two advantages that
are important to the Universal Tape Synchronizer. It has
high noise immunity and returns the vco to the center
frequency in the absence of a lock signal.
The 60 Hz sync signal from the tape first passes
through a bandpass multiple feedback filter (i.c: 1A FIGURES 2 & 3). Its gain, determined by R1 and R4, is 0.9;
and its 3 dB response, determined by R1, R3 is from 50
Hz to 70 Hz.
The sync signal is a.c. coupled by C3, to eliminate the
effects of d.c. offset, to inverting amplifier i.c. -I B. It has
a gain of 20 determined by R6 and R8. I.c: 2A is a comparator with part of its output fed back to the non- inverting input (through R1 I, R10). This produces a hysteresis,
or "snap action," to create a fast rise square wave from
the slow rise 60 Hz sine wave. The gains of i.c. -1A and
i.c. -1B are such that a good square wave is produced from
a weak sync signal but not from noise or stray a.c. pickup
when no sync signal is present.
I.c. -4B is used as a differential comparator. When the
jumpers (LI, L2) are in the line position (L), it produces a 60 Hz square wave from the secondary of T1
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Figure 3. Universal Tape Synchronizer schematic.

(a.c. line reference). If an external

60 Hz timebase is
desired as a reference, it can be fed to J7 or J8 and the
jumpers moved to the V position. When vertical drive is
used as a reference, L3 is also moved to the V position.
Positive feedback through C -10 turns i.c. -4B into a one shot to produce a symmetrical square wave from the short
vertical drive pulse. The pulse width is determined by the
combination of C10, R38.
The reference square wave is applied to the signal input of the pli (i.c. -3) and the processed sync square wave
to the comparator input. They are compared in the phase
comparator, which produces a 120 Hz 50 per cent duty
cycle output when the two signals are 90 degrees out of
phase. This is the lock condition for the pli. The phase
comparator output (pin 2) passes through a low pass
filter, made up of R23, R24, R25 and C9. Standard pli
low pass filter designs are useless in this application because of a mechanical device (the tape recorder) in the
feedback path. The values were obtained by trial and er-

ror and required no adjustment between the two tape
machines tested. R23 controls the gain of the filter (lock
in time) and R25 controls the damping (overshoot).
The frequency of the vco section of i.c. -3 is controlled
by R19, R20, C4 and the voltage applied to pin 9. RI9
sets the center frequency of the vco, which should be 60
Hz with 0 V on pin 9. R21 sets the offset, or vco range,
which should be from 50 Hz to 70 Hz.
The vco square wave output is current limited by R28
and appears on J2 for external use. It also passes through
a low pass filter (R29, R30, R31, CS, C6, C7) and is
amplified by inverting amplifier i.c. -4A. C8 helps integrate
the waveform to make it resemble a sine wave. R33 controls i.c. -4A's gain and should be set so that the positive
and negative peaks are just clipped. The output at J6 goes
to the power amp (FIGURE 4) where it is converted to
i 10V a.c. 50 -70 Hz to drive the capstan motor.
The processed synchronizing signal from i.c. -2A and
the reference signal from i.c. -4B are compared in nor gate
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of i.c. -4.
For playback, the synchronizing signal is fed to J1. J6
feeds the power amplifier which drives the capstan motor.
If the synchronizer is used with a d.c. servo capstan, the
control voltage is taken from J5. Since different machines
require different control voltage ranges, the d.c. offset of
the error signal is made adjustable by R42. With the
manual control at the center of its range, R42 should be
set for the nominal voltage required by your particular
7

tape recorder.
With the synchronizer operating in the manual mode,
minimum speed, set SI to the auto mode. The recorder
should lock up within one second with no oscillating or
overshoot. If not, adjust R23 (gain) and R25 (damping).
R23 will control the lock up rate, and R25 will control
the overshoot. With some d.c. capstan -controlled recorders, depending on the servo response, it may be necessary
to increase the value of C9.
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OPERATION AND ADJUSTMENT
With S -1 in the manual position and the manual speed
control (R26) centered, the vco should be adjusted to
60 Hz with R 19. R21 should be set so the manual control has a range from 50 to 70 Hz at its extremes. The
two adjustments interact so they will have to be done
several times, until they are correct.
A 60 Hz square wave reference signal for recording is
available at J6. The reference will be the a.c. line or vertical drive or other external input depending on the positions of L1, L2, and L3. A square wave was found adequate for a synchronizing reference, but if a sine wave
reference is desired, simply patch the output of J6 to JI
and use the output of the filter (J3) as the reference.
If vertical drive is used as a reference, R38 may have
to be trimmed, due to tolerances in CIO and i.c. -4. It
should be adjusted for a symmetrical square wave at pin

C12

o VVe

R12

Figure

o

R33

Capstan power amplifier.

i.c.-5. When the sync signal and reference are locked
(90 degrees out of phase) the output at pin 3 of i.c. -5 is
a 60 Hz 25 per cent positive duty cycle waveform. This
drives Q1 and the led lock indicator. If the synchronizer
loses lock, the lock indicator will flash once for each
cycle (16.6 ms) of slippage.
The d.c. vco input is internally coupled to a source follower contained in i.c. -3. R-14 is its load resistor. This
control voltage is amplified by i.c. -2B and appears at J5.
The gain of i.c. -2B is set by R18 and its d.c. offset is set
by R42.
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Component layout.

PARTS LIST
IC -1, IC -2, IC -4 -LM 1458 dual op -amp
IC -3-CD 4046 cos /mos phase locked loop
IC -S-CO 4001 cmos nand gate
C2, C5, C6, C7, C15, C16 -0.1 AF 50V disc ceramic
C3, C17-10 AF 15V electrolytic
C4 -0.47 AF 50V disc ceramic
C8 -0.047 µF 50V disc ceramic
C9-2.2 MF 15V electrolytic
C10 -0.47 AF 50V disc ceramic
C11, C12-1,000 µF 25V electrolytic
C13, C14-100 µF 15V electrolytic
DI, D2
4001
D3, D4 -5.64 Zener Hep Z0407
Q1, Q2-2N2219
Q3-2N2905
R1, R24 -200k, 1/4W 5%
R2
1/4W 5%
R5, R6, R7, R9, R27
1/4W 5%
R8 -20k 1/4W 5%
R10, R12, R14, R16, R17, R18, R28, R29, R30,
R31, R32, R35, R37, R38 -10k 1/4W 5%
R11 -39k 1/4W 5%
R13-510 ohm 1/4W 5%
R19-50k trimpot
R20, R22-51k 1/4W 5%
R21, R23, R33 -100k trimpot
R25
meg. trimpot
R26, R34 -100k 1/4W 5%
R36-680 ohm 1/4W 5%
R39, R40-2.2k 1/4W 5%
TI-117V Primar 24 VCT secondary 85mA.
Stancor P -8394.
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Closing date is the fifteenth of the second month preceding the date
Send copies to: Classified Ad Dept.

of issue.

db THE SOUND ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
1120 Old Country Road, Plainview, New York 11803

for commercial advertisements.
Employment offered or wanted ads are accepted at 250 per word.
Frequency discounts: 3 times, 10 %; 6 times, 20 %; 12 times, 33 %.

DUPLICATOR REPAIR CENTER for all
brands of in- cassette duplicators. Factory- trained technicians. Work warranteed. Also big selection of new and
used duplicators. Tape and Production
Equipment Company, 2065 Peachtree
Industrial Court, Atlanta, Ga. 30341.

Rates are S00 a word

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING Model
5200A professional disco mixer /preamplifier. Audioarts Engineering, 286
Downs Rd., Bethany, Conn. 06525.

FOR SALE

SALE: LARGE MOOG SYNTHESIZER; 2 keyboards; ribbon controller;
2 sequential controllers; excellent condition. $4,500. Scott -Textor Productions,
220 E. 54th St., New York, N.Y. 10022.
FOR

(212) 688.4330.

AST: THE
PROFESSIONAL
SOUND
STORE. Full line of ALTEC and CROWN
professional audio, commercial, and
musical sound equipment; GAUSS and
CERWIN -VEGA speakers; factory authorized service on most speakers.
Large stock of ALTEC replacement diaphragms available. AST, 281 Church St.,
New York, N.Y. 10013. (212) 226 -7781.

STUDER A -80 Mark
Electronics
(100 hours use) $800.
Ampex stereo
440B in console, excellent, $2,500.
FOUR AKG C -60 Microphones; 3M 4-

MODERN RECORDING TECHNIQUES by
Robert E. Runstein. The only book covering all aspects of multi -track pop

I

1

track-in console, 15/30 in /sec., excellent, $3,900; Scully 280 2 -track in console, 15-30 in /sec., $2,400; MC 60, $100;
MC 75, $125; Countryman 967 phase
shifter, $190; Spectra Sonics console,
24 x 16, $17,000; V.S.O.: McIntosh 200 watt, drives anything, $400. AKG BX20E
reverb /w /remote, $2,500 or best offer.
JBL 4350s, in warranty, $2,150. (213)
461 -3717, ask for Brian.

BODE FREQUENCY SHIFTERS
SINCE 1963

Professional quality
frequency
shifters for electronic music studios (Models 735 & 750). Anti feedback model 741 for p.a. systems. Also featuring polyfusion
synthesizer modules and systems.
For details contact:

Harald Bode
BODE SOUND COMPANY
1344 Abington PI.,
N. Tonawanda, N.Y. 14120

o
v

HEWLETT -PACKARD A.C. VOLTMETER
model 403B. Range: 5Hz -2MHz, 0.001300 volts / -60 to +60 dB full scale. Rechargeable battery/a.c. The best. $300.
RRM, Ltd., PO Box 855, Radio City
Station, New York City 10019. (212)
245 -5054.

DON'T MISS THE "DISCO WAGON "!
Excellent complete line of discotheque
equipment is available to fulfill your
needs. Request your information package today. Write to: D.T.S., Dept. DISCO,
P.O. Box 16049, Seattle, Wa. 98116.
Reserve your dealer territory in time!

4

(716) 692 -1670

from microphones
music recording
through disc cutting. For engineers, producers, and musicians. $9.95 prepaid.
Robert E. Runstein, 44 Dinsmore Ave.
Apt. 610, Framingham, Mass. 01701.
MCI input modules, $550.00 each. Tested and Guaranteed. Paul. (312) 225-

2110.

r

FREE CATALOG of studio kits, consoles,
p.a., discrete opamps. QCA, Box 1127,
Burbank, Ca. 91507.

RADFORD

Order Radford direct from England!
Immediate dispatch by air of HD250
stereo amplifier, ZD22 zero distortion
preamp, Low Distortion Oscillator ser.
3, Distortion Measuring Set ser. 3,
speakers and crossovers. Send for
free catalogues, speaker construction
plans, etc.

WILMSLOW AUDIO
Dept. Export DB, Swan Works, Bank Square,

Wilmslow, Cheshire, England

AUDIOGRAM- Equipment reviews that
are clear, concise, and comprehensive.
AUDIOGRAM will not leave you in doubt
as to what a component sounds like.
Rate: $10.00, 12 issues. Write The Audio
Advisor, P.O. Box 17202, Washington,
D.C. 20041.

ARP SYNTHESIZERS: Strings, $1,385;
2600, $2,190; Axxe, $700; Prosoloist,
$875, Odyssey, $1,165. Dickstein Distributing, 1120 Quincy, Scranton, Pa.

18510.

CUSTOMIZED TUNED ROCK P.A.s
Expandable high intensity touring/
permanent sound systems; including
narrow band (5 Hzl) feedback and
ring mode suppression, detailed regenerative response environmental
equalization (± dB at your ears),
room design / measurement / treatment / our engineered enclosures
plus 18 dB crossovers, <15% articulation loss of consonants; 1,000s
of customized professional products including: fiberglass horns,
consoles, comp /rms /peak limiters,
electronic
continuously variable
crossovers, digital /acoustic /analog
delays, omnipressors, flangers, reverb, echo, doubling /tripling, p.a.
noise reduction, piezo transducers,
frequency shifters, notch filters, from
.
J.B.L. /Altec pro, Tascam,
U.R.E.I., Eventide, Gately, Beyer,
Crown, Community, Mom's Audio,
McIntosh, Allen & Heath, Cetec,
Multi-Track, Orban, White, etc. All
shipped prepaid + insured. Sonic
Engineering Labs, 111/2 Old York
Rd., Willow Grove, Pa. 19090.
(215) 659 -9251.
Anechoic Chamber .9a Working FIr.
.

.

Inventors /Engineers

CLASS D SWITCHING AMPS; B.B.C.

monitors; pre -equalized
J.B.L. /Altec transducers; Nakamichi
mastering cassettes; I.M.F. transmission lines; Ampex /Scully /Crown/
Revox A -700 recorders /tapes; Micmix / Orban / Multi -Track reverbs;
Eventide flangers / omnipressors;
Parasound stereo synthesizers /
parametrics; Lexicon digital delays;
dbx /Burwen N.R. companders; Little Dipper hum /buzz notch filters;
Cooper Time Cube echo send /doubler; moving coil Denon /Ortofon;
arms;
B &O /Rabco straight line
Beyer condensers /ribbons; U.R.E.I.
comp /limiters; White equalizers /filters; 1,000s more. Sonic Engineering Labs, 111/2 Old York Rd., Willow Grove, Pa. 19090. (215) 6599251.
Enclosure Designs Included -FREE

FREE

CATALOG d AUDIO APPLICATIONS
CONSOLES
KITS L WIRED
AMPLIFIERS
MIC., EO ACN,
LINE, TAPE, DISC,
POWER
OSCILLATORS

reference

TEST RECORD for equalizing stereo
systems. Helps you sell equalizers and
installation services. Pink noise in 1/3
octave bands, type QR- 2011 -1 @ $20.
Used with precision sound level meter
or B & K 2219S. B&K Instruments, Inc.,
5111 W. 164th St., Cleveland, Ohio

44142.

CROWN DC- 300A's at 20% off. Tascam
Model 5's and 80 -8's, reduced to sell.
Similar saving on Sentry Ills and IVAs.
dbx 216, 187, 177, 152, and other noise
reduction units. E -V & Shure mics, AKG
BX10s; All NEW- factory guaranteed. Call
today, ask for Ben at Rowton Profes-

sional Audio, 4815 Clarks River Rd.,
Rt. 4 Box 5, Paducah, Ky. 42001. (502)
898 -6203.

4TELE

FUN

TAPE BIAS

1,

POWER SUPPLIES

400ll

AEG- TELEFUNKEN

TUBES

AUDIO

®OPAMP éóBS.INC.

When precision quality
is important!

HARRISON ELECTRONICS
20 Smith St. Farmingdale, N.V. 11735
(Dealers invited)

:.,4,3,6

NEUMANN RECORDING CONSOLE, 18
input,
$14,000
(originally $35,000).
Scully 8 -track with remote control, can
be expanded to 12 tracks, $7,000. Neumann lathe with Westrex 2 -B mono system plus accessories, reasonable. Ampex AG -500 stereo, $1,250. Ampex PR
10 stereo, $600. Paul. (312) 225 -2110.

AMPEX 300. 352, 400, 450 USERS -for
greater S/N ratio, replace first playback
stage 12SJ7 with our plug -in transistor
preamp. For specifications, write VIF International, Box 1555, Mountain View,
Ca. 94042. (408) 739-9740.

CROWN INTERNATIONAL. Complete repair, overhaul, and rebuilding service
for current and early model Crown tape
recorders and amplifiers. New and used
machines bought and sold. TECHNIARTS,
8555 Fenton St., Silver Spring, Md.
20910. (301) 585 -1118.

INFONICS DUPLICATORS! For a bunch
of reasons, you can't afford not to consider Infonics Duplicators
especially
since factory installation and training are
included in the list price. INFONICS
DUPLICATORS, (219) 879 -3381.

-

PROFESSIONAL MONITOR TUNING.
Even the finest control room designs require speaker line tuning for accurate
response. Milam Audio uses only the
finest Real Time equipment to read and
correctly perform monitor tuning. For
information, contact: Milam Audio Co.,
1504 N. 8th St., Pekin, III. 61554. (309)
346 -3161.

$2 MILLION USED RECORDING EQUIPMENT. Send $1.00 for list, refundable, to
The Equipment Locator, P.O. Box 99569,
San Francisco, Ca. 94109.

94109.

SMALL 4 -16 TRACK STUDIOS. Detailed
technical assistance + acoustical consultation, from our engineering division
to our clients- either here or via phone.
& included FREE. Sonic Engineering
Labs, 111/2 Old York Rd., Willow Grove,
Pa. 19090. (215) 659 -9251.

CORNERS, HANDLES, audio hardware,
TAPCO mixers and e.q.s. Shure mics;
professional audio gear at big savings.
Catalog, 500. Headtronix, Box 31012,
Dallas 9, Texas 75231.

THE ONLY ONE

PRO AUDIO EQUIPMENT &
SERVICES

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING

Model

3100A parametric equalizer /preamplifier.
Audioarts Engineering, 286 Downs Rd.,
Bethany, Conn. 06525.

TAPE. Ampex
mastering tapes; 631 -641
"Grand Master" in stock
shipment; 1/4 ", 1" and 2"
Best prices. Techniarts,
St., Silver Spring, Md.
585-1118.

Audio

AMPEX

,

;

NRPD

Box 289

THE LIBRARY
Sound effects recorded In STEREO using Dolby'
throughout. Over 350 effects on ten
discs, $100.00. Write, The Library, P.O.
Box 18145, Denver, Colorado 80218.
.

.

.

studio

406 -407, and

for immediate
factory fresh.
8555 Fenton
20910. (301)

NAGY SHEAR -TYPE TAPE SPLICERS

1

Custom touring sound,

FOR CASSETTE y4 &
1,4 IN. TAPES
HAND -CRAFTED
FIELD PROVEN
FAST, ACCURATE
SELF- SHARPENING

McLean, Va. 22101

HARMONIC PERCUSSION for older
Hammond organs. Easy installation, $75.
Free details. Linear Devices, P.O. Box
5750, San Francisco, CA 94101.

ONE STOP
FOR ALL YOUR PROFESSIONAL

AUDIO REQUIREMENTS
BOTTOM LINE ORIENTED
F. T. C. BREWER CO.
P.O. Box 8057, Pensacola, Fla. 32505

2 -, 4 -,

and

8 -track

studios, disco systems.
Representing Akai, AKG, Allen &
Heath, Altec, Beyer, BGW, Cetec,
Cerwin -Vega, Community Light &
Sound, dbx, Dynaco, Dokorder,
Emilar, E -V, Furman, Gauss, Kelsey, Lamb, Langevin, 3M, Martex
PM, Maxell, Meteor, Russound,
Revox, Sennheiser, Shure, Sony.
Soundcraftsman, Sound Workshop,
Spectra Sonics, Switchcraft, TDK,
TAPCO, TEAC, Technics, Thorens,
and more. Offering these professional services: custom cabinet
design, room equalization, loud Lpeaker testing, custom crossover design, electronics modification, and custom road cases. Call
or write for quotes, or drop us a
line for our latest catalogue. K &L
Sound, 75 N. Beacon St., Watertown, Mass. 02172. (617) 7874073. (Att.: Ken Berger.)
(conlirrrll'(ll

FOR SALE
ELECTRONIC
ACTIVE
DECOURSEY
CROSSOVERS. Model 110 dividing net-

work; complete with regulated power
supply, for bi -amp, tri -amp, or quad amp. Custom assembled to meet your
specifications. Monaural, stereo, or with
derived third channel. Plug -in Butterworth (maximally flat) filters; 6, 12 or
18 dB per octave at any desired frequency. OPTIONS: Summer for single
woofer systems, VLF hi -pass filters for
elimination of subsonic noise, derived
third channel. FOR OEM OR HOME ASSEMBLERS: Model 500 or 600 dual filters. Regulated power supplies. Write for
new brochure. DeCoursey Engineering
Laboratory, 11828 Jefferson Blvd., Culver City, Ca. 90230. (213) 397-9668.

WIRELESS MICROPHONES. Professional
hand held and lovelier wireless microphones, new and used. EDCOR, 3030
Red Hill Ave., Costa Mesa, Ca. 92626.
(714) 556 -2740.

ELECTRO -VOICE SENTRY PRODUCTS.
In stock: Sentry IV -A, Sentry III, and
Sentry it -A monitor loudspeaker systems for professional monitoring and

scund reinforcement. Immediate air
freight shipment to any N. American
destination. Florida dealer inquiries invited. National Sound Corp., Ft. Lauderdale, Florida. (305) 462-6862.

WHATEVER YOUR EQUIPMENT NEEDS
-new or used -check us first. We specialize in broadcast equipment. Send
$1.00 for our complete listings. Broadcast Equipment & Supply Co., Box 3141,

ODYSSEY synthesizer $800. dbx
$275. Sansui reverb $60. Call
(612) 521 -5494.

ARP
124

Bristol, Tenn. 37620.

YELLOW PAGES OF AUDIO -$3.95.
Reference to over 1,000 audio and audio related publications. Plus audio products directory. Box 94, Colmar, PA
18915.

DYNACO RACK MOUNTS for all Dynaco
preamps, tuners, integrated amps. $24.95
postpaid in U.S., $22.50 in lots of three.
Audio by Zimet, 1038 Northern Blvd.,
Roslyn, N.Y. 11576. (516) 621 -0138.

REELS AND BOXES 5" and 7" large
and small hubs; heavy duty white boxes.
W -M Sales, 1118 Dula Circle, Duncanville, Texas 75116. (214) 296 -2773.

CUSTOM CROSSOVER NETWORKS to
your specifications; a few or production
quantities. Power capacities to thou-

sands of watts; inductors and capacitors
available separately; specify your needs
for rapid quotation. Also. PIEZO ELECTRIC TWEETERS-send for data sheet
and price schedules. TSR ENGINEERING,
5146 W. Imperial, Los Angeles, Ca.
90045. (213) 776 -6057.

COMMUNITY LIGHT & SOUND professional sound products. Brandy Brook
Audio, P.O. Box 165, Seymour, Connecticut 06483. (203) 888 -7702.

TASCAM WARRANTY SERVICE STATION. Mixing consoles, $1,350; 1/2"
recorders. $1,950; 8 -track machines,
$2,950. All shipped prepaid & insured,
including free alignment -- equalization
-t- bias ± calibration + life test. Sonic
Engineering Labs, 111/2 Old York Rd.,
Willow Grove, Pa. 19090. (215) 6599251.
Note Special Prices

A FEW competitively priced used Revox
A77 and A700 decks available. Corn pletely reconditioned by Revox, virtually

indistinguishable from new and have
the standard Revox 90 -day warranty for
rebuilt machines. Satisfaction guaranteed. Example, A77 with Dolby, $675,
plus shipping. Write requirements to
ESSI, Box 854, Hicksville, N.Y. 11802.
(516) 921 -2620.

the finest name in Audio ReMCI
corders and Consoles, now offers one to 24-track master recorders and up to
40 -in /40 -out automated consoles. For
midwest factory representation, contact:
Milam Audio Co., 1504 N. 8th St.,
Pekin, Ill. 61554. (309) 346 -3161.
.

FOR SALE: 16 -track erase head. Only

TRACKS!! The complete semi -pro recording center. Get our low prices on
Tascam. TEAC. Neotek, Multi- Track, dbx.
MXR Pro. Shure. BGW. Tapco and many
others. Complete studio packages available. Tracks!! from DJ's Music Ltd.,
1401 Blanchan, La Grange Park, IL
60525. (312) 354 -5666.

STUDIO SOUND -Europe's leading professional magazine. Back issues available from June '73 through June '75. $1
each, postpaid. 3P Recording, P.O. Box
99569, San Francisco, Ca. 94109.

used 10 hours. Wired to plug into Ampex
MM1000. Will fit any Ampex MM1000,
MM1100, or MM1200. Purchased new
from Ampex. $800. Contact: Howard
Steele, (213) 466 -4306.

N

.

VARI -SPEED for Ampex MM -1100, AG
440 -C; d.c. servo motors only. $229
each. Manufacturer, MCH Electronics,
6801 Jericho Tpke., Syosset, N.Y.

AMPEX SCULLY TASCAM, all major
professional audio lines. Top dollar
trade -ins. 15 minutes George Washington Bridge. Professional Audio Video
Corporation, 342 Main St., Paterson,

11791. (516) 364 -8666.

N.J. 07505. (201) 523 -3333.

DUPLICATORS, blank cassettes, recorders, boxes, labels, cassette albums and
supplies; lowest prices, top quality. Write
for free brochure, "50 Tips for Better

NEW YORK'S LEADING DEALER specializing in semi -pro and professional
recording and p.a. equipment. Teac.

Duplication."
PROFESSIONAL SOUND COMPONENTS
from Crown, TAPCO, Soundcraft, Bose,
Community Light and Sound, dbx,
Gauss, Soundcraftsmen, Spider /Peavey,
Sound Workshop and many more. Hear
it all at Gary Gand Music, 172 Skokie
Valley Road, Highland Park, Illinois
60035, (312) 831 -3080.

.

Stanford

International,

Box 546, San Carlos, Ca. 94070.

NEUMANN STEREO CUTTING SYSTEM:
Complete with Neumann lathe, all Neumann amps. and SX -68 head, $14.000.
Paul (312) 225 -2110.

Tascam, Sound Workshop, Nakamichi,
dbx. MXR, Dynaco. Ads. Frazier, Eventide, Electro- Voice. Shure, Scotch, Max ell, Otari, Ampex, and more. We go both
ways: lowest prices in sealed factory
cartons, or complete laboratory checkout and installation. All equipment on
display. AUDIO BY ZIMET, 1038 Northern Blvd., Roslyn, L.I., New York 11576.
(516) 621 -0138.

SPARTA MODEL AS -3B mixing console,
2 years old, 5 audio inputs, 14 source
capability, all- channel cue system, monitor amplifier and muting relays. $500.
Aetna Life & Casualty, Basil O. Hayes,

Farmington Avenue, Hartford,
Connecticut 06156 or call (203) 2733951.
151
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PRODUCERS -ENGINEERS
-track studio time available, mid -Manhattan. Fully
equipped. (212) 852 -3295.
REVOX A77 MK4. Half track, 15 ips,
Sel -Sync, rack mounted, 30 ft. remote
control. Full edit and cue capability.
San Francisco (415) 928 -5671.

SCULLY 16-TRACK. Probably the finest
M -100 ever built. Extensively modified
electronics, with improved s/n headroom and silent punch -in. Options include: remotable 16 -track meters, a
transport remote, and an I.e.d. readout
counter, 15/30 cards, variable speed,
and extensive parts inventory, Including

complete spare electronics. Schematics,
maintenance history, excellent condition
gold record recorder. Priced for
quick sale -we are going 24. $10,000
firm. (415) 864 -1967.

-a

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING, 286 Downs
Rd., Bethany, Conn. 06525. Tolex -covered portable 19 in. rack equipment
cases.

CORRECTIONS

The following errors have been
noted in SIGNAL PATH II, SINE WAVE
OSCILLATORS, by Walter G. Jung, in
the July issue. Kindly note these
corrections.
1. Figure 3: Reverse either D1 or D2;
correct connection is inverse parallel.
2. Figure 4: C3 value is 0.1 F.
3. Figure 5: Reverse either D1 or D2;
correct connection is back -to -back (as
in Figure 6).
4. Figure 7: There should be a connection shown between Al's output
and the junction of R3 -R1.
5. Figure 8: There should be a connection shown between Al's output
and the junction of R3 -R1. Also, Ql
is an N channel device.
6. P 39, eighth line from bottom,
right column: "Thermal conductivity"
should read 'temperature coefficient."
Copies of all issues of db -The
Sound Engineering Magazine starting with the November 1967 issue
are now available on 35 mm. microfilm. For further information or to
placa your order please write directly to: University Microfilm, Inc.
300 North Zeeb Road
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106
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reel to reel
audio recording
AMPEX and Scotch
all professional grades
on reels or on hubs
all sizes, widths
and hub types

TAPE
EMPTY
REELS

BOXES for all reels,

various colors

in

LEADER -,TIMING- &SPLICING TAPES

Top Quality Competitive Pricing

Immediate Shipment
Call or Writs for Details /Prices

o

recording supply corp.
1291 RAND RD -DES PLAINES, IL 60016

312/297 -3955

Circle 44 on Reader Service Card
GOOD PRICES on U.R.E.I. components
and Crown amplifiers. We are sacrificing our demonstrator units to make
room for new models. Call Colorado

Nashville, Inc. (303) 473 -1272.

85% Of

ARE WORkiNgf IN ThE

RECORd
EMPLOYMENT
24 -TRACK STUDIO in San Juan, Puerto

Rico seeks experienced recording -mixing engineer. Excellent opportunities.
Send resume or call Ochoa Recording
Studios, Inc., GPO Box 3002, San Juan,
Puerto Rico 00936. (809) 764 -4440.
CHIEF ENGINEER for NYC recording
studios. Must have heavy experience in
all facets of electronics and automation

for audio, film, video: leadership qualities. Dept. 73, db Magazine, 1120 Old
Country Rd., Plainview, NY 11803.
SOUND ENGINEER needed to travel
with country -rock act on national college
circuit. Send resume, references, and

salary requirements to Promising Artists Management, 456 East Beaver Ave.,
State College, PA 16801.
EXPERIENCED MUSIC MIXER
For major N.Y.C. studio, expanding
staff. Send resume to Dept. 72, db
Magazine, 1120 Old Country Rd.,
Plainview, NY 11803.

OUR GRAdUATES

/ Music

INdusTRy

It's not by chance that the College for Recording Arts is fully accredited by the
National Academy of Recording Arts and
Sciences Institute.
It's because our curriculum

has one main purpose:

to prepare you for a Music Industry job. Our
graduates got jobs because they were persistent and
didn't give up. And because they gained enough
experience to be immediately valuable to a potential employer. This is what the College for Recording Arts is all about.
You'll learn from professionals who are active in
the Music Industry.

You'll learn by experience in our many studios: a
16 -track studio, a radio broadcast studio. a disc
mastering studio with the latest Neumann disc
mastering system, and a separate 8 -track studio
with one of the most sophisticated synthesizer
systems available today.
You'll learn the principles of Audio Engineering,
Music Production. Music law, Music Business and
Finance, Studio Electronics. Disc Mastering. and
Electronic music synthesis.
If you are seriously interested in starting a career in
this industry, and have the desire to work hard for
it. call or write for our Catalog.

College for Recording Arts
665 Harrison Street
San Francisco, California 94107

(415) 781 -0306

SEMESTERS

BEgiN OCTObER,

FEbRUARy, ANd JUNE.

Circle 48 on Reader Service Card

ASCO MODEL 2600
THE "DO EVERYTHING" TRANSPORT
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The ASCO 2600 Transport functions are

fully remotable, including record and
lift. Our standard version includes
stant tension holdback, delayed
(eliminates bias "pops "), spill tape
function and motion sense.
3

tape

con-

stop
edit

-speed

constant tension takeup
capstan slow start
2 inch tape capability
This transport is available with Ampex,
ASCO, Inovonics, MCI or Scully elec-

tronics.
Standard version $1495.00

Send for our illustrated catalog with
new and used equipment listings.
ACCURATE SOUND CORPORATION
114 5th Avenue
Redwood City, CA 94063
415/365-2845

Circle 45 on Reader Service Card
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PeoPle/Places/haPPenings
Products from Rupert Neve and
Company, Ltd. of London, England
have radiated out to many parts of the
world recently. Orders have been received for consoles from the Australian
Broadcasting Commission, Queensland Television in Brisbane, Australia,
Radio Television Singapore, the European Parliament in Luxembourg,
Swedish recording company, Platina,
and Industrias Electricas y Musicales
Peuranas S.A. in Lima, Peru.
PATTERSON

A new position, director of corporate planning, at GenRad, Inc. of Concord, Mass. has been filled through
the promotion of J. Robert Held, formerly vice president for finance at
the company's Environmedics Division.

Bob Patterson has been appointed
eastern regional sales manager for HyGain Electronics Corporation, of Lincoln, Nebraska. Mr. Patterson's territory will include eastern Pennsylvania,
the New England states, New York
City, and Washington, D.C. His headquarters will be at Andover, Mass.

RCA broadcast equipment played
an important part in the summer
Olympic Games in Montreal. Sixteen
units of their TR-600 video tape recorder were used by member nations
to aid in beaming coverage of 21 different sports to 70 countries throughout the world. 3,500 "Color-Trak"
RCA t.v. sets formed a closed- circuit
t.v. system that permitted viewers to
monitor up to ten different events as
they happened. Representing a value
of $1.5 million. the receivers were
the largest number of t.v. sets ever
assembled for one purpose.

Audio Plus, of Great Neck, N.Y.
has been appointed to represent the
Nortronics Recorder Care Division
in Metropolitan New York, including
New York City, Nassau, Suffolk,

Westchester, and Rockland Counties,
as well as northern New Jersey. William P. Kist and Steve Weill of Audio
Plus will provide technical and sales
assistance to local dealers.

The appointment of Harry N. Larkin to the post of marketing director
has been announced by LPB, Inc. of
Ambler, Pa. Before joining LPB, Mr.
Larkin was with the Ampro Corp.

ZUCKERMAN

New product design and technical
evaluation for Radio Shack, of Fort
Worth, Texas, will be under the supervision of Alfred M. Zuckerman in
his new capacity as chief engineer.
Before joining Radio Shack, Mr.
Zuckerman was with the Benjamin
Electronic Sound Company.
A new slate of officers was elected
at the June 5 meeting of the Intercollegiate Broadcasting System's Board
of Directors. Jeff Tellis, general manager of WPKN-FM at the university
of Bridgeport, was reelected president.
Chairman of the Board is Donald A.
Grant, with Dr. George Abraham and
David W Borst vice -chairmen for
east and west. Herbert B. Barlow, Jr.
was elected secretary, Fritz Kass,
treasurer, and Rod Collins, vice president for programming. Station relations directors are Dick Gelgauda and
Norm Prusslin, and Rick Askoff was
re-elected as executive director for the
system. Other board members include
Patricia Montieth, Paul Brown, Ludwell Sibley, and Jim Cameron.

An association for the development
of and manufacturing audio and related equipment has been formed between quad patent holder Peter Scheiber and Al Chesrow, president of Del tek, Inc., of Bloomington, Ill. under
the auspices of Deltek. The first product will be a decoder for recovery of
360 degree positional information
from SQ-coded and standard stereo
sources.

Marketing Plus. of South Edina,
Minn, a newly formed sales rep firm,
will represent Koss Corporation products in Minnesota and North and
South Dakota. Marketing Plus is
headed by Joseph Purtell and Boyd
Lester.

TAPCO Corporation of Edmonds,
Washington, has announced the appointment of Charlie Kester as communications manager. Mr. Kester will
be in charge of corporate communications, advertising, and sales training.
He comes to TAPCO from the Acoustic Control Corporation.
Earl F. Keaton has been elected
president and general manager of Gulf
Telephone and Electronics, Inc. of
Houston, Texas. Mr. Keaton has been
a long -time associate in the Dynalectron Corporation, Gulf's parent company. He has also been connected
with the NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center, the Polaroid Company and
has been a principal in his own company, Pathfinder Services, Inc.
A midwest facility employing about
100 people is under construction by
the Sony Corporation at the Air
World Center in Kansas City, Mo.
The facility, which will have 200,000
square feet on a site of 13 acres, will

house warehousing and distributing
functions and a test center. Completion is scheduled for 1977.
Seta, manufacturers of portable
sound mixers, has appointed Audio
Services Co., 565 Fifth Ave., New
York, N.Y. as their sole U.S. distributor. Audio Services will also handle
warranty service.

An extensive complex, known as
La Voix du Zaire is being constructed
by Compteurs Schlumberger Sodeteg,
and Thomson -CSF at Kinshasa, Zaire.
The complex will house the functions
of national radio, television, film, and
the official Zaire Press Agency.

CORRECTION: On the People, Places
Happenings page of our June issue, Mr, George Gaal was incorrectly
listed as a principal of Professional
Audio Systems Engineering, Inc. Mr.
Gaal is not associated with that firm.

The Model 5,
less than $1500.00*
For recording or reinforcement, at home or on
the road, wherever the music is, the
Model 5 can help you make it better.
Eight inputs. Each with
attenuation controls, LED
overload
indication,
two foldback
sends one
before and
one after the
EQ and fader
two bands of
EQ -4 selectable
frequencies, ± 15
dB of boost or cut
solo, direct out, channel
assign & pan. The mie
inputs are low impedance,
balanced, transformer
isolated.
Four Submasters. Each with
buss/tape monitor, tape cue,
monitor pan and gain for an
independent stereo monitor mix,
and echo receive gain which can
be assigned to the monitor buss
only, or to the program buss as well.
'Actual resale prices are determined Individually and at the sole cucre:on
Multiple patch points. 3 provisions
of authorized TEAL Tascam Series dealers
for headphone feeds; switchable output
levels; accessory send /receive on each input; buss in on each output;
plus cascade facilities for interconnecting two Model 5's.
Fully modular, portable, and quiet (the equivalent input noise is 125 dB).
So if you have more talent than money, check out the Models at your
nearest TEAC Tascam Series dealer. Just call toll free
(800) 447 -4700 ** for the name and location of the one nearest you.
**In Illinois, call (800) 322 -4400.
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T EAC.,
TASCAM SERIES
TEAC Corporation of America

7 733

Telegraph Road. Montebello, Ca. 90640 ©TEAL 1975

Think of them as
your musical instruments.
. a ir
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The audience can't see you. But they can sure
hear you.
They don't know it, but they're depending on just
one person to get the music to them. And that guy
is you.

Its not something an amateur can do. It's an art.
And that's why Yamaha has designed 3 superb
mixing consoles with the qualities and range of
controls that the professional sound reinforcement
artist needs.
For instance, our exclusive 4x4 matrix with level
controls gives you more exacting mastery over
your sound than the conventional method of
driving speaker amps directly from the bus

outputs.
Features like that are years away except on the
most expensive mixers. On the Yamahas. it's
standard equipment. And so are transformer

isolated inputs and outputs, dual echo send
busses, an input level attenuator that takes 4 dB
line level to 60 dB mike level In 11 steps, and 5frequency equalization.
Whether you choose the PM- 1000 -16, the
PM- 1000 -24 or the PM- 1000 -32, Yamaha gives you
the flexibility you need to turn your Job into an art.
And because they're designed from the ground
up to perform on the road, more and more
professional sound men around the United States
and the world are depending on Yamaha, night
after night, gig after gig.
If you've never thought of your mixing console
as a musical instrument, we'd like to invite you to
stop by your Yamaha dealer. Once you've
checked out the operation manual and tested for
yourself what the PM Serles can do, we think you'll
come away a believer.
F

*YAMAHA
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